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The Lab Vegas Daily Optic

VOL. XXVI.

l.AS

VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY

A Lesson Here
Buy the Carlsbad Argun:
"Every
street In town ia bountiful, with linen
of trees on either vide and the linen
are continuous and unbroken, scarcely a tree missing. It is a beautiful and
restful sight, and gains for Carlsbad
l
the distinction of being the most
town in the Territory. The
News From Toklo to London founders and early pioneers of the
town had prophetic insight when they
insisted on the planting of these trees
Paper That Railroad lias
and watched and tended them so care-- I
Been Cut and Commufully that few died and in the present
has resulted in Carlsbad being
' day
nication Destroyed.
crowned with a halo of foliage." The
New Mexican adds: The founders and
pioneers of Banta Fe were perhaps
too busy In keeping their scalps on
their heads to pay much attention to
REPORT NOT GENtree planting but it is a matter, for-- j
tuuately, that can be remedied even at
ERALLY CREDITED this late day. Why should it not be
said of Santa Fe: "It is the most beau
tiful city in New Mexico on account of
Its tr?e lined streets and the halo of
foliage that encircles It." Carlsbad
AiIvU'cn From Ilarblu Indicate now claims that honor Alamogordo
puts forth similar pretensions and
That lloth Teleprnpli anil
is falling into line by planting
Itailroml LIih'h Are
jfhade trees and orchards right along.
Santa Fe has many advantages and
Work in f.
attractions that no other towa possesses and with ample foliage, its
claim to surpassing beauty could not
be successfully disputed.
ST. PETERSBURG,
May 24. The
no
confirmation
authorities here have
of the report telegraphed from Toklo
A Man of
to the London Daily News last night
have
to the effect that the Japanese
cut the railroad to Vladivostok and
Dr. Smiley, says an (.change, is a
isolated that fortress. The director
muu of pleasant address and
of telegrams Informed the Associated young
splendid
Intensely earnest
Press today that there are two lines and directphysique,
In his methods, and in
.
to Vladivostok, one direct by way of
08 t once the conviction that he
Khabarovsk. Siberia, and another via ?believes
Implicitly In the word of God
and
Harhln. The former is working
and
the
power of a preached gospel.
no Interruption Is reported of the
He evidently loves the service of
latter. i
Christ, and places all his reliance
No Confirmation.
for the results of his ministry upon
24.
Great
The
LONDON',
May
the
spirit of God. He employs no un-- !
Northern Telegraph company's office
or sensational methods in his
In London has received no intimawork.
The indefinable something
tion tending to confirm the statement
and the
personal
that the railroad to Vladivostok has entire effacementmagnetism,
mes- of
self
in
his
been cut. by the Japanese with the rein
such
simnllcitv
sage
and
presented
sult that the fortress Is isolated.
secure the attention of large
power
All Lines Working.
audiences that everywhere are at-ST. PETERSBURG, May 24. This tracted by his preaching and exhorta-- j
afternoon replies were received from
Harbin saying that both railroad and evangelist's engagements are made for
telegraph lines to Vladivostok were months ahead. He holds several hun- working and the Associated Press dred meetings a year and preaches'
was authorized to deny the report of twice and often three times daily.
the fortress' isolation.

EVENIN(, MAY lit,

Industrial War the Prospext
In Chicago As Result, of
Prolonged Teamsters' Strike

PORTED ISOLATED

Live and Let Live
El I'aso newspapers ore of the opinion that the Luh Vegas peoplu should

Trouble Spreads Today Like Wildfire. Practically
Every Lumber Yard In the Windy City Closed.
Troops Will Be Called at the First Sign of

I

Ros-we-

Protective Union in New York Locks Out Thousands of Rockmen and Excavators Who Had
Been Engaged in Agitation and Had Threatened

to Go Out.

ll

Parts

,

CHICAGO, May 24. An industrial
war with the probability of martial
law looming up in the background,
describes the situation into which the
comparatively Incipient teamsters'
strike of a few weeks ago has developed, and which threatens Chicago
Pence prospects have faded
today.
away with the refusal of the express
companies to retract one inch from
their previously announced position.
Mayor Dunne and Sheriff Barrett are
prepared to give the signal that would
bring troops into the streets of the
cily at the first Indication of an out
break following the newly developed
situation.
Spreads Like Wi'd Fire.
CHICAGO, May 24. The extension
of the strike In the lumber district
was n,uch more ral)1(i today than
terday. It was not a slow reluctant
spread today, but a sweeping
Hale affttlr tnat Bt'nt the
workmen
ome in hundreds and closed the
yards by the dozen. It Is reported
tnat every lumber company but two in
Chicago has practically
suspended
yes-usu-

whole-calle-

j

d

It is expected these two
operation.
will be similarly affected before night.
Thousands Locked Out.
NEW YORK, May 24.Between ten
and twelve thousand men belonging to
the rockmen's and excavators' union
have been locked out by the contraclock-ou-

lu-ke-

i

"

"

Prominent Texan Shot by Woman
j 11.11X1
WJlO T'OOK

i

10? 3

1

faiHD

M'ARTHUR, Ohio., May 24. J. M. that near midnight she noticed what
Sprecht.a prominent farmer and miller she supposed to be a tramp looking
and a member of the democratic ex- - trough her window, and that she fired
"
ecutlve committee of Vinton county, through the glass and barricaded herby Mr Emma self1 in the house..' Sprecht's body was
PHILADELPHIA,
May 24. Mayor was not late ,ast
Mrs.
was
arrested and found early today on the lawn in
Flynn
Weaver today announced that Col Flynn.
Santa Fe, N. M, May 22, 1905
Sheldon Potter had taken the oath charged with murder.. She claimed front of her house.
The last week has been mostly of office as a director of public safety
clear, warm and dry, temperature to succeed David J. Smyth, removed.
averaging about 3 degrees daily above If the city council passes a gas works
notmal. Local thunder shower, how- lease over the mayor's vote, which Is
ever, occurred on Friday, Saturday probable, appeal will be made imme-It wasn't humility to say "I don't
and Sunday, accompanied by hail In a diately to the courts to prevent the
Thf evangel stlc services which
few localities, damaging small areas.
of the lease and a legal an last night jit the opera bouse, want to be conspicuous; I want to
Showers are beginning to be needed in war will follow, wich
will "nd,er tb
fn?,!; ii5 get Into a back seat where I can look
ad8htpp
some of the upland and eastern plains
and
., tt o probably ,.- .,hi
on to do anyis
moisture
IU
.U-- 7
' J on and not be called
11IQ AUUllUUUUJ
districts, but generally
on the merits of the case.
abundant and streams are high. The passes
comfortably. The speaker proved thing." That was not humility; It
earnest, convincing, inspiring, but not was laziness foundatloned upon ptlde.
growth of crops and all vegetation has
:in the least sensational. He came The evangelist declared that his own
been rapid, the increasing warmth be'
close to his hearers, his plain, prac- personality amounted to little aid le
Banks
ing very favorable.
tical and logical words appearing to urged the people to forget all about
Range grasses, especially, have
be tddressed individually to each that and look to the higher power for
made excellent growth and stock or
all kinds is improving steadily; losses
Ltbe blessings that were expected. He
CANTON, OHIO, Miy 24. The
have ceased in northeast counties. Canton State bank closed Its doors to-bad never been a desperado, a drank
day. The cause of the failure is unLambing continues In northern disard, an outbreaking or notorious chaIntricts with large percentage of
known.
The report of the financial
racterhe had been a sinner sure, but
one of the respectable sinners. He
crease; shearing Is about finished in condition of the bank March 6th last
central counties. The calf crop is showed the resources were $839,652.
had not done anything that was1 worth
Another One.
light thus far, but cattlemen are lookthinking about. It was not bis actions
or his personality that amounted to
The
ing forward to a good Increase later
WASHINGTON,
May 24.
and the Improved condition of cattle comptroller of currency has been adanything, but the attitude, the conseshould be shown favorably in the vised that the First National bank of
cration of the Christians that was
calves.
Important. And not to any man but
Lexington, Oklahoma, failed today.
auditor. The singer, Mr. Hanson, is to God must be accorded all tha glory
Seeding of small grain is practically
voice If any results were obtained. The
the possessor of a
done, but the planting of corn, cane,
led
He
rich
ot
field
and
quality.
beans
uncommonly
peas
potatoes, gardens',
Bar
the large choir and the audience with
continues in the higher district and
an effect that became every moment
northern counties. Early crops are
more apparent. Also he sang a num- of
The
first
cutting
growing finely.
Wm.
24.
counber of solos very sweetly,
NEW
Ziegler,
In
YORK,
southern
May
alfalfa Is well along
A number of attentive ushers ren- ties and beginning nicely in central, capitalist and promoter of Arctic ex- with large yield.
ploratlon, died this morning at his dered the work of seating the aua
matter,
Conn.
He
dience
near
home
simple
Norton,
Fruit prospects continue excellent, country
Dr. Smiley addressed himself last
of last night.
although frost has thinned the setting was unconsciousbeenall an
a
Invalid
since
had
particularly to the Christians
night
esZiegler
somewhat in northern counties,
the
was
and
church members. Strongly
which
he
in
accident,
pecially the tender fruits in Union runaway
that Just as
and San" Juan counties Strawberries injured last October He was born be objected to the viewcame
and took
are being marketed in the lower Pecos in 1843 and made a fortune In the soon as the evangelist
speaker could ask no worse lot than
been
had
who
all
preparing
charge,
business.
baking powder
valley.
the way might put away responsibil to be secured to conduct evangelistic
services and then
church
ity and take a rest while the uncon- people lay back and have the
expert bim to do
verted were being interested. Thesneaker declared 'hat '.f iliJ nncon- everything. No blessings would come
,
verted were to be intent ed the fit it that way.
Tonight the subject "How to Double
results must usually be m.paitnt
They the Church Membership?" The meet-inDENVER, May 24. M. E. Walley, tery but is supposed to have been among the church memkra.
will begin in the opor.--i nonce at
Whether must be warmed up and rcvlv'.fied,
a miner and nephew of J. J. Walley caused by or
was the cause must be ready to do whatever work 7:45.
an
suicide
accident
of Cripple Creek, was blown to atoms is unknown.
Before the regular evening service
Fragments of the body came to their hand with the proper
while crossing a vacant lot In the were found a block away from the x- - kind of humility.
?ijajejtoi Is devoted to singing.
,
vicinity of Colfax avenue and Emerson- plosion and all the windows in the
j
Final Plant Arranged.
To Fight the Mange.
street today. The explosion Is a mys- neighborhood were broken.
The territorial cattle sanitary board
The executive and other committees
.which have been preparing the way will hold a meeting devoted to the
solution of the mange
tomor;for the Smiley services made final row morning. W. C. question
the
McDonald,
plans Monday night. Reports were new member of the board, arrived
'
EL PASO, May 24. Colonel R. F. lector of internal revenue at Austin received from all the chairmen of from Carrlzozo this morning and
and one of the best known men of committees,
it was found that a Louis MeUker. head of the governCampbell, civil war veteran,
me soutnwest, aiea tnis morning or
ment inspection service, came up
thorough canvass of the city had been from Albuquerque.
.
of El Paso,
If C. L. Ballard
apoplexy.
and
made, that the financial support ac- and Captain- VV. II. Jack get in from
corded was gratifying and that the the south early enough a meeting may
meetings had been thoroughly adver- be held late this afternoon. The cattised. A resolution was adopted to tle sanitary board Is going after the
the effect that it was the sense of the mange in earnest and will not cease
committees that the success of the its effortsouttill the disease has been
entirely.
meeting would be enhanced if the stamped
NEW YORK, May 24. Manuel Fer- of a woman. It was torn in such a
band concerts could be
Fred II. Burch, one of the promoters
was ap- A committee
nandez Del Valle, Jr., a Mexican, manner as to conceal the name of the postponed.
of the Monarch shows now exhibiting
believe
The
to
police
Interested
those
wait
photographers.
upon
pointed
killed himself in his office In lower that this
picture may supply the mo-- in the concerts to secure, If possible, on the west side, some of whose
Broadway by shooting. He was found tive for the deed. Del Valle was a their consent to a postponement. It many attractions are mentioned on
sitting in his chair breathing his last member of a wealthy family, tempor- - was felt that this would be the more the seventh page of The Optic this
by officers who heard the report of arlly sojourning In this city in connec- - readily granted as the carnival band evening, would seem to have been born
the pistol. Beside the body of the sui- Hon with a scheme he was developing is to play on the east side every even- - fori the position he olds. He fits it
cide was found a mutilated picture at his home at Gaudalivjara, Mexico. Ing from 7 to 8 o'clock.
nicely.
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Laborers For Beet Fields.
Hundreds of laborers from New
Mexico arc going to the beet fields of
southern Colorado, fonie of them accompanied
by their families, wilh
camping outfits. The early prospects
for a prosperous season In the Colorado beet fields are said to' lie
encouraging. Especially In this true
on the western slope. In that region
a larger crop will be gathered
fall than ever before. As the result
of the enlarged plans there has- been a
greater demand for laborers, and considerable time and expense have been
devoted to this work by the manage
ment or the sugar ractory at Grand
Junction, Colo., though the New
Mexico people generally have gone to
the fields at Rocky Ford, Fowler and
Sugar City; Felipe Lopei b.as returned
to Fowler. Colo., with twenty-ninlaborers for the beet fields in that
vicinity and Nicolas T. Cordova
leaves for Sugar OHy, Colo., tomorrow
with about 100 laborers.

--?

i

Weekly Crop Report

cease pushing the project of constructing an irrigation reservoir near that
cily by the United States Heclumatlon
Service until the Englo dam project
for the Lower Rio Urunde valley and
for El I'aso has been seriously taken
up and, lu fact, Is constructed. None Moscow Gazette, Chief of Reac
but selfish arguments, however, are advanced for thin position. The reclationary Organs, Fears For
mation fund In the United States
treasury is large enough to cover the
Safety of Greek
simultaneous construction of the Kn-glor Elephant Uutte dam and resChurch.
ervoir system, tho Las Vegas irrigation project, the Hondo reservoir plan
in Chaves county, the La Plata reservoir in San Juan county and others.
There are nearly thirty millions of FEARS
dollars available in the United States
OF CATHOLICISM
treasury for sucn work and there need
be no "dog in the manger" policy such
as El Paso wants to adopt. "Live and
let live" is an excellent motto, to
which, however, the El Tbho newspapers and people, not caring a conti- AlU'gcN That Promulgation of
nental red cent for what is good or
lkiiNC Has Had alMttBstroiiN
bad for New Mexico, do not subscribe.
KtYvvt I'pon tho Polish
Like the Albuquerque
Joint Statehood League" they want
IttlNMlntlH.
It all for themselves and "the devil
take the hindmost." New Mexican.
"Non-Partisa-

tors' protective association in this
city, ity tomorrow it Is expected the
t
will bo extended to the rest
of the 26,ooo members of the union.
The workmen already
out are
employed on more than 1,000 contracts
in various parts of the city.
For
'
several weeks the men have been
threatening to strike for various concessions and contractors finally decided to force matters.
Lumber Business Crippled.
CHICAGO, May 24. The strike has
made Idle practically all the lumber
"Ninety-eigh- t
yards In "the city today.
per cent of the lumber business
in the city Is now crippled," declared
secretary Hooper, of the lumbermen's
association. "It Is only a matter of a
short time when 100 per cent of the
building operations in the city will
cease."

11 Oil
CREEDS

beau-tlfu-

'

BITTER

1

NO. 17

1!M:,.

Completion.

The contract is let for the lathing
of the new Santa Fe station at Trinidad,, Colo., to Clifford Ellis, and work
has already begun in upttlng it on.
The lathing contract calls for lath on
the outside as well as the Inside of the
building, the outside lath being of woven iron, This lattet has already ar
rived and as soon 18 It Is on the build
ing, probably at the end of the week,
a big bunch of plasterers will arrive
to begin the work of putting on the
hard cement outer surface which
makes the building fire, rain and wind
proof as a good building should be.
The roof will be of red tiling like
the roof of the Cardenas hotel. The
door and window casings of creosoted
wood have all been placed. The elec
tricians have almost completed the
work of wiring ue new building and
the plumbing is also finished.

ST. PETERSBURG,
May 24. The
Moscow Gazette, tho leading reaction
ary organ In Russia, has begun a bit

,

ter war against religious toleration,
arguing that It will wipe out orthosections of
doxy In the
the country. The paper declares that
4.1(1,000 Russians In Poland will come
under the Influence of Roman Catholicare permitted to,
ism, if Catholics
proselyte. "The ukase has already had
a deplorable effect on the Russian- mujlks," says tne Gazette, "among
whom stories are current, that the
emperor Is under the Influence of the
pope. It 'Is even said the emperor
will become Catholic und that the
mujlks who do not desire to be con
verted to Catholicism will be trans
ported and compelled to live In three
provinces." The paper concludes:.
This is not a religious war, but a
national battle."
Another Russian Victim.
WARSAW, May 14. The chief of
police of Sledlee, capital of the gov
ernment of that name, was severely
Injured by the explosion of a bomb
at midnight. He was sitting on the
veranda of a club when an unknown
man approached and hurled a bomb at
him. Three other persons also were
Injured. The bomb thrower escaped.
Russo-Polls-

h

,

BAKU, Caucasia, May

2.irno

g0

ernor of Baku, Prince Nakachldz, was
assassinated at 3 o'clock this after
Into his carftagtvri A lletv---- .t
was accompanying him
afl

a by

"'''

stander were also killed; by the
'
plosion, and the coachman was also
fatally Injured.
SAILORS DONE UP IN FIOHT.
WITH LONGSHOREMEN

BELLINGHAM, Wash., Pay 24
Three sailors are mining and six
were wounded as the result of a
pitched battle growing oift of a dispute
between the sailors' union and longshoremen union over Jurisdiction in
Located In Loa Angeles.
Mrs. C. E. Cramer left Albuquer loading a schooner last night.
que for Los Angeles, where she will
reside in the future. Mr. Cramer Is MAY CORN TAKES A
the traveling engineer of the Baldwin
SURPRISING BRACE
locomotive works, and Is now at Loa
Angeles, which city will be his head
CHICAGO. May 24. Corn for May
quarters and home. Mr. and Mrs, delivery made a sensation J imp to
Cramer have resided In Albuquerque day to CS cents. Tba Increase was
the past twenty odd years; they are due to a stampede among shorts.
good people and The Citizen, together
with many friends, wishes them health
Gets Damages.
and mucn prosperity in their new
home.
Last year at Holbrook, Arizona,
Lacy Greer, while loading stock for
The absence of the justice of the shipment over the Banta Fe was
peace from this precinct will incon killed by a gate falling upon him.
mode the business community some- His widow brought suit against the
what for a month or so.unless calls are company and last week the attorneys
made upon the west side Justices, of met and settled the case out of court,
whom there are several.
the widow receiving $3,500.
' .
1

City and Town School Boards Meet
A special meeting of the city school
board was held last night to hear and
act upon the reports of the teachers'
and course of study committees. Upon recommendation of the former committee, Miss Georgia Murray was
elected teacher of the seventh brade
In the place of Miss E. M. Red, who
was not a candidate for reappointment.
Miss Eunice Tamme was chosen to
fill Miss Murray's place as substitute.
Mr. Larkln presented a full report
as to the needs of the high school,
embodying several plans for the conduct of the four years with a view to
the greatest possible economy.
The board unanimously voted to add
the senior year to the high school, thus
making a full four years' course.
There will be large classes in each
,
year.
Mr. R. R. Grant of Los Angeles,
Calif., was elected principal, Miss

Grace Lyle of Sigourney, Iowa, and
Mr. Antonio Lucero, teachers, the latter being engaged for the Spanish
course.
All the schools were reported to be
In excellent condition and the board
ia satisfied that a thoroughly profit'
able year's work has been done.
Town

Meeting.

The town board of education on the
west side met In called session last
evening. The term reports of the
teachers for the nine months school
were received and approved.
It was decided to leave the matter
of grading tho schools to Miss Rleve,
the principal. She will also assign
teachers to the different grades.
Properly signed personal letters will
be addressed to parents of the child
ren
school
attending
notifying
them in which buildings the different
grades will be tangt

-

Wealthy Mexican Commits Suicide
In New York, Probably Over Woman

y

Reprieve Granted to Youngblood
Murderers
Another Jury Disagrees
DENVER,May 24 Governor McDonald today granted a reprieve for three
weeks to Fred Arnold and Newton
Andrews who were to have been
hanged this week for murder of Mrs.
Amanda Youngblood. The reprieve is
granted in order to permit the attor-

Another Disagreement.

4. The
second
DENVER,
May
trial of E. M. Johnson and John L
Jones on the charge of making false
reports as officers of the Fidelity Savings association, which is now In the
hands of a receiver, resulted as did
the first trial, In a disagreement of
neys to carry the case to the United the Jury. The Jury etood eight to four

States supreme court.

,

for conviction.

Correct Clothes for Men

Ki-f-

"STROttCEST III 1HE WORLD

THE EQUITABLE LtlpE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF

SI, 1004.

AttHetH

LUbilitt"

-

$4 l.'i.O.V,, 0:10.74

CZ
04
690
4vJU )TvJU
.J,JT
Manager,
Albuquerque, N. M.
John S. Clark,
Local Agent.

banl-taiiut-

the People Are Saying

a
A Las Vegan speaking of the
and promiKlng conditions In
the city at present put up a strong
argument In favor of doing away
with the variety of ahacka that adorn
1he business section of tho city. The
Kenileman urged that it was time that
the city council passed an ordinance
permitting audi nnnlghtly structures
and fire traps, a at preaerit, endanger
the more substantial blocks to be
condemned if they are held above a
certain reasonable figure.
"For example," raid the gentleman,
"that row of cheap huts over there"
pron-perou-

Never fail to arouse the
greatest admiration.
They are the realization
of the TAILORS' dream.

pointing across tho street "is being
held at ridiculously high figures. The
buildings are worth less than nothing
and they should come down, whether
the property is to be improved or
not Tas long as they stay there and
rent out of all proportion to their
value is exacted on account or the
favorable location, they are a menace
to those fine brick buildings on either
Hide.

"It will add to the appearance and
to the safety and to the value of the
business part of the city to have those
structures come down. Prom this
time on. there should be none but
substantial brick and stone buildings
put up in the business part of Las
Vegas."

Other Views.
This view and several others were
expreBued to The Optic by a well
known professional man.
"When the; visitor to Las Vegas or
the through passenger arrives at the
railway station, the outlook is pleasant
Let him stray up
and Impressive.
Lincoln avenue a short distance and
are
bis
likely to
impressions
change," said gentleman number 2.
"I tell you, the people of the city
ought to get busy to the purpose of
having the buslnesa section solidly
built up with handsome buildings.
Ring but the old, ring In the new.

fine blocks.
"Now, the Elks are going to put
building.
up a handsome three-storThey will be helping the town and
themselves, too, if they should select
one of those locations on- - Lincoln
avenue, not far from the depot, now
occupied by shanties) or occupied not
at all. And we k1iou) all pull to induce the builder of any new business
structure to choose u location jut as
near the center of things as he can
get. Then as we build away from
the depot, we shall build handsomely
as we go, and the city will maintain
a uniformly attractive and solid appearance In Its business section.
"Carrying out this Idea, the new
hotel should occupy the triangle at
Sixth and Lincoln now occupied by a
lot of old stone buildings. The location would be ideal, and we could have
a three-storhotel, with every room
opening on a pleasant prospect, and
with no fear of the windows being
darkened by later structure.
"I have been Impressed with the
offered to Mrs.
opportunity that 1
Flint of the Central hotel. We need
just as soon as possible In Las Vegas
,
luxuriouslytwo hotels; one a

N.

The

harness

maker,

M

HANTA PK TIM K TAliLK

Ffur

Tr
Each Way Kverv luy.
TrniiH-Contliient-

al

M.

Frank Springer, Attorney at
Otlice In Crockett building,

law

Lai

Vegas,, N. M.

E. V. Long, Attorney at law, Offlc
In Wyman
block. Las Vegas, N

THE HUB

0. 0.

F., Las Vegas Lodge. No. 4

meets every Monday evening at their
ball, Sixth street. All visiting bretb
ems cordially Invited
to attend
G. W. Wessel, N. G.; Clark M. Moore

Lm Vegas, New Mexico

V.

Sec; W.. 1

G.; T. M. El wood,

Crites, Treasurer
cemetery trustee.

County of San Miguel. '
In the Probate Court of San Miguel County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of O'Brien
Cayou, Deceased.
Take notice that I, the undersigned
have been duly appointed Administrator of the Estate of O'Brien Cayou,
deceased, by the Honorable Probate
Court of San Miguel County', New Mexico, and all persons having claims
against said Estate are hereby required to present the same to the

RAfcTUOUND.
p. m.
Depart.
No. It Ar.
m.
DfpnrtM
0p.
No.- - 8 Ar ....1:80 m. m.
Departs
No. 4 Ar ..4:35 a. in.
Depart
WEST BOUND
No. Ar... 1:35 p. m.
Depart
No. 7 Ar .... 5:00 p. in.
No. 9 Ar
6:20 p. ro.
Departs
No, 3 Ar..... 5:50 a. in.
Depart

No.

10

Ar. 12:66

I

C. V. Hedgcock

B. p. O. E., Meets first and third
Monday evenings, each month, at Fra
ternal Brotherhood Hall. Vlsitina
brothers are cordlallv Invited.
B. D. BLACK, Exalted Ruler.
T. E. BLAUVELT, Sec.

Chapman Lodge, No. 2, A. F.

& A. V

M p, m.

i :23p.ra.

.

.1 :40 a.m.
4:40

1

6:25 p. m
8;40 p. ra.

5:55. in.

has Pullman and tourist sleep
cars
to Chicago, Kansas City and;
ing
St. Louis, and a Pullman car for Den
ver 13 added at Trinidad. Arrives at
La Junta 10:20 p. m., connecting with
No. 5, leaving La Junta 3:10 a. m., ar
riving at Pueblo 5:00 a. m., Colorado
Springs 6:35 a, m., Denver 9:30 a. m.
No. 8 has Pullman and tourist sleeping cars to Chicago and Kansas City.
Arrives at La Junta 10:30 a. m., connecting with No. 603, leaving La Junta
12:10 p. m., arriving at Pueblo 2:00'
p. m., Colorado Springs 3:30 p.
Denver 6:00 p. m.
No. 10 has Pullman car to Kans
City. Makes same connection as
2. Does the local work Las Vegas
No.

2

Reguiar communications 1st and 3n
Thursdays in each month. Visitini
brothers cordially
iuvited. M. l
Williams, W. M. ; Char'es H. Spot
Raton.
leder, Secretary.
Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. FH Meets
second and fourth Thursday evenings
of fach month at the I. O. 0. F. ha1'
Mrs. Myron L. Wertz. N. G.; Mrs.
Augusta O'Malley, V, G.; Mrs. Clara
Bell, secretary; Mrs. Sofie Anderson,

treasurer.

y

Eastern Star, Regular communica
tion second and fojrth Thursday even
ings of each month. All visiting broth
ers and sisters are cordially invited
Mrs. E. L. Browne, worthy matron;
S. R. Dearth, W. P.; Mrs. Emms
Benedict, Sec; Mrs. M. A. Howell

(

,

Treas.

Redmen, Meets in Fraternal Broth
erthood hall every Thursday sleer
moon at the Seventh Run and
of
Miss Emma Purnell, . Osteopaths 30theach
Breath.
Visiting chiefs alwayi
;
physician office OJney block. Hour welcome to the
F. E
Wigwam.
9 tb 12; '1:30 to'4.f Phones. Las Ve
C.
Thos.
Barnes,
Sachem;
Lipsett
gas 41, Colorado 175 Sunday houn
Chief of Records.
by appointment
PHYSICIAN.

No. 4 California Limited. Solid Pullman train, with Dining, Buffet and Observation cars.
Unsurpassed equipment and service.
No. 1 has Pullman and tourist sleeping cars for Southern California,
points.
No. 7 has Pullman and tourist BleepNorthern California,
ing cars for
car for El Paso
Pullman
and
points,
and City of Mexico connection for El
Paso, Deming, Silver City and all
points In Mexico, Southern New Mexico and Arizona.
No. 9, California Flyer.
Orlj j6
Has st&D ' wd
hrars from Chicago.
P oilman car for Southern Callo fr'Ja,
Cvaches and Chair cars. Pasptt jrs-foNorthern California are trnoet
red to No. 7 en route.
No. 3, California Limited haa same
equipment at No. 4.

y

b'igh-priced-

1

IS

NOT MADE

Hy

a Trust

building; the other a
The manufacturers are satisfied with a
substantial, home like hostelry giving reasonable
profit and give yon a perfect
a day rate. The
about a
Central location ig admirable for the felting powder for a moderate price.
second variety. If the present proprietors fall to grasp the opportunity,
some one else will very shortly do so.
"1 don't believe people half realize
AVB TUB COUPONS.
-furnished

a. in.

Ji:00p.

Dtrt

I.

8

Baking Ponder

J. C. Jones,
Bridge street

George H. Hunker, Attorney At law
Office, Veeder block, Las Vegas, N

within the time prej undersigned
Nearly every lodge to ..be represent- scribed by law.
ed, pays ffck dues In any event, and
April 29th, 1905. J A. M. ADLER,
Administrator of the Estate of
these duets will go a long way toward
O'Brien Cayou, deceased.
defraying the expenses of the patient
W. B. BUNKER, Esq., .
at the sanitarium. ,
s
Las Vegas, New Mexico,
Furthermore, the vast Interest that
is being manifested in the sanitarium
Attorney for Administrator.
by the papers throughout the whole
United States shows that the people
Professional Directory.
(are interested in the movement
and read in the efforts of the
promoters of the great enterprise hope
ARCHITECTS.
of substantial relief from the ravages
of the most awful scourge of manHOLT & HOLT,
kind.
Architects and Civil Engineers.
Maps and surveys made, buildlnr
and construction work of all klnd
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
planned and superintended. Offlc
Territory of New Mexico,
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vega
Phone 94.
thor-jo'igbl-

HARNESS.

SOCIETIES.

n

two-doll-

260on&osfor25GontG

-

Sole Agency For

The

OLIVER

Thomson's

Typewriter

more clearly thuu any other Ijpcwriter.
And it will stand five times the Hard work and give Perfect Satisfaction
5 times as long as the Best of all the other typewriters.
Newport News, Va., July aa, 1903.
work and makes it
Itit welcomed by the ( perat or for it
Last summer while recovering from illlook
better.
a
I
of
of
ness
had severe attack
fever,
Each Oliver Saves lt own Oamt In one year!
Inflammatory Rheumatism in the knees,
from which I was unable to leave my
room for several months. I was treated
by two doctors and also tried different
kinds of linaments and medicines which
teemed to relieve me from pain for
awhile, but at the same time I was not
1.8TAIIL1S1IE1M1H7M.
any nearer getting well. One day while
reading a paper lsaw an advertisement
I decided
of 8. 8. S. for Rheumatism.
to give it a trial, which I did at one.
After I bad taken three bottles I felt a
great deal better, and I still continued
to take it regularly until I was entirely
cored. I now feel' better than for years,
and I cheerfully recommend S. S. S. to
say one suffering from Rheumatism. 4
Cbas. E. Gildersliivs.
613 3 id St.
Rheumatism is caused by uric add o
OF
one other acid poison in the blood,
muscles
in
the
which when deposited
Las Vegas, New Mexico,
and Joints, produce the sharp, cutting
pains and the stiffness and soreness peculiar to this disease. S. S. S. goes diCrtKkttCBulldlftj. 6th St
rectly into the circulation, all irritaneutralised
and
ting substances are
filtered out of the system, the blood is
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. President,
made pure and the general health is
and
tonic
built up under the purifying
.
.
A. B. SMITH. Vice PrcMdcrt
rr .
enecisoit uie vegetable remedy.
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Qthier.
Write for our speHALLETT

leHl)er

"Glove-Fitting-

Corsets.

"

and Royal Worcester

The Best Corsets Made.

Full Stock of Newest Models Just Received.

The Best Typewriter In the World.
It lias'g the number of Parts the
ordinary typewriter has therefore has
i the opportunity to get out of repair
it writes more easily more surel- y-

Rom

i

m

StyieU
513

i

I

We also show a full stock H. & H. and Royal
Worcester Waists for Ladies Misses and Children.
All

our $1.25
Special

$1.00

Try one of our
Tape Girdles.

4

wufL.
461.

THE OPTIC CO.. L&s Vegas Agent

THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

cial book on Rheumatism which is
sent free. Our physicians will advise
without charge all
who will write u
aliont their case.
Tbt Swift Specific Compaay. Atlanta. Ga

RAYNOLDS. Ass't Cashier.

A

general tanking business transacted.
Iuterest paid on time deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Kicbange.

,

JAMES N. COOK,

1SS8

M.

,

ng

ATTORNEYS.

The makers' guarantee, and ours,
We are exwith every garment.
clusive agents here.

j

Via-ki-

President
0. W. OATCHELL, Secretary. .

Dentist
.
Las Vegas,

Bridge St.

1

Tear down the shackH, build up with

12. and 1:3c
office and res-

OR. D. M. WILLIAMS

MAKERS !MEWyRK

!

Crock

7

to

idence.

coming.

I WhoLt

8

No.
The Fraternal Brotherhood,
Meets every Friday night at their
hall In the Schmidt building, west
of Fountain square, a. 8 o'clock.
members are always welcome).

102,

L Hammond, Room

Hoth phones at

&

Ijlfiwdnjaminsg

!

receive
power. It is the. fund from which policyholders
their dividends and can be disbursed in no other way.
It is maintained solely for their protection and advantage, since the charter and policy contracts forbid particiDuring the
pation in surplus by any other interests.
lask ten years the Society has paid to jtolicyholders a
larger sum in dividends than any other company.

Raynolds,

k

Labeled

j

This is the difference between assets,
and liabilities. It is that part of the assets not needed
to pay the policies and other fixed obligations of the
It indicates strength and dividend-payin- g
Society.

Local Agent.

Dr. E.

ett bulldln?. Hours

The Optic ha been asked several
times of Into as to the status of the
support, furnished by the fraternal orders of the country to Fraternal City.
It Is a fact that only a few of the
grand lodges and supreme lodges have
voted to levy the tax of a cent a
month on each member according to
the plan of the board of managers of
is!
the Institution. This, however,
merely because the bodies have not
had a meeting since the plans of the
sanitarium were perfected.
The executive committees of nearly
every order in the United States have
however, agreed to recommend tho
levying of the assessment and the
most prominent men of all the orders
are actively promoting the project.
Wherever
matter has been
the
mooted, It has met with the heartiest
accord. It Is regarded as absolutely
certain by the board of managers
from the munner In which the idea
has been taken up In all parts of the
nation, and from the opinions that!
have been freely expressed by hundreds of thousands of fraternalists that,'
not a supreme grand lodge in Amerl- ca .will object to the trivial tax.
In addition, it moy be aid, financial
support Is coming in from every quar- ter. There is no doubt as to the permanent Income of the fraternal
and there ia no doubt but, in
the vast majority of lodges, where
an additional sum is necessary to lie
raised to pay the whole or part of
the expenses of any afflicted member,
that the additional sum will be forth-- '

Surplus

S. Bowen,
Walter
Hallet

Suits

Sanitarium Sinews

$80,794,269.21

Total IMvMeiMtH to Policyholder
lor iat ten year

DENTISTS.

Established

THE

I)K I..MIJKU

1

2 pleeo Outing

aslt
ture."

UNITED STATES,
Henry B. Hyde, founder.

fraternal Union ef America. Meet'
Osteopathic phy
first
and third Tuesday evenings of
slclan, office Olney block; boun each month 10 the
Fraternal urotnar
9 to 12; 1:30 to
; phones, Lai tinmi hall, west of Fountain 'Square, ai
Sunday 8 o'clock N. I
Sund, F. M.; W.
Vegas 41, Colorado 175.
0.
Koogler, Secretary.
hours by appointment.
DR. H. W. HOUP

what hi thing are In More fur tnls
city. Ilefore the Hummer In over there
uu Influx of people
will be ho
that we can't accommodate them.
IleMil- - the hotela, we neeii, right off,
more apartment houen , more com
fortuities cottage for rent, and we'll
very noon need more and better buai
nem houMeti, if we fail to prepare for
the people who are eonilnK. we'll certainly lone a lot of them. Now 1m
the time to organize victory; now 1h
the time for every loyal I4h Vegan to
In preparing for the clty'a fu

How about a pair of

Buster Brown Stockings, Price 25c.
Premiums with every pair.
It's a good and honest stocking. Made to wear. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
stock of sizes. Try a pair.

Voting Contest Tickets
with every 10c purchase.

Premium Coupons
with all Cash Sales.

D

Full

k

M

.

PLAZA

SOUTH SIDE

r

WISDNliSIUY,

MAY

21, 13u3.

FIGURE 9 A

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.
is Kept of nu n do their work pto'0Mly, and this
Is about nil a section boss Usually does
wife.
anyhow,
Fireman Knm hat been hint down
Three soldier irulus.of forty-Cbreto Lauiy to relievo Flrnnun Swank on
curs carrying twenty-niofficers ami
tho third mountulu run,
750 men of the sixteenth U. H. inen rout from Fort McPher-wn- ,
C. H. IVhrltigor's boarding train fantry,
Georgia, to San Francisco, thence
has gone up to Shoemaker where
embarking for the Philippines, passed
toiu! bridge work la being dono.
through !. Vegas during the night;
also a special train carrying the headT
V. l. McFerrun,
auditor for th quarters band and first squadron of
Welln-Fargexpress people, camo up the First V. S. cavalry.
from Albuquerque on a night train.
Engineer t H. Favoorlto will likely
Engineer W. A. Parnell has been return to his farm In Missouri, partly
called east by tho alarming Illness of as a result of the recent head engine
his brother. Ho left on No. 8 this collUlon between extra frolght trains
at OJlta station. This engineer was
morning.
at the helm on the head englno of tho
Into the other
A new round house foreman for train that plunged
line. He was
night duty has arrived here, but his standing on the main
name has not yet been Indited on tho hitting the rails at too lively a gait,
considering that ho had a nieot ordor
pay roll. He comes from the
road, where he put in for Ojlta. The train ran by thee
twenty-seveyears of faithful service switchIt and collided with the other
could be brought to a standIn the mechanical department,
still. About tho only damages resulting from the coming together of the
A good run was made, up from Alengines was the shaking up of the
buquerque yesterday by the first 34, englnemen and the trainmen and tho
Engineer Thomas Ilowen In the cab damaging of the pilots.
and Conductor Gibson In the caboose.
The distance of 133 miles was
riRS. H. IT RAINEY,
covered In nine hours, which Is some
going considering the mountains to
climb and the trains to pass on the
way up.
at

NEERS REGARD IT AS A
SURE SIGN OF ACCIDENT
No Apparent Reason for it and Nothing to Explain Why the Ominous No. 13 ia Disregarded
-- Some
Superstitions of Engine Drivers.
Engine drivers as a rulo are probably no more superstitious than any
other cIhhh. There are many curious
beliefs unions them, however, some of
long standing. A superstitious engine
driver or moker, for example, will
never trust an engine that has been
In nn uccldcnt as he would another
engine. It may bo the finest machinery, but he will never feel, quite as
easy about her after 'she has been In
any accldnt, more particularly If she
started her working career with a bad
record, having met a mishap on her
trial run.
Many engine drivers maintain that
the turning table on which engines
are turned should always be worked
round from east to west and, north
and south that is to the right and
that if this direction Is not taken the
engine turned will meet with mishap.
They make a point, often at great Inconvenience to themselves, of being
present whenever their engines are
turned in order to assure themselves
that it is done the right way, or If
in their absence it has been wrongly
done they will have It set right before
consenting to climb into the cab. Numerous accidents are attributed to engines being turned from east to west
with the front buffers toward the
north. ,
One should never step onto the engine with the right foot first. Equally serious would bo the consequences
of climbing out on the right side in
order to oil the engine. Such a mistake would certainly result in an accident sooner or later. There are
actual cases of accidents following
mistakes of this sort, drivers and
stokers having slipped and met with
serious injuries, for the right side of
the engine is generally, the side on
which other trains pass.
Much is
thought to depend upon the number of
the engine. There seems also to be a
superstitious prejudice against locomotives whose numbers contain the
figure 5; or can be equally divided by
that number. There is no apparent
reason for this, and nothing to explain why the generally acknowledged
ominjousness of 13 is disregarded.
Hut 9 Is disliked emphatically by many
workers in locomotive cabs.
One will sometimes see a track
layer who has stumbled in crossing a
rail retrace his steps and cross the
rail again with sure fet. To stumble
over a rail is productive of misfortune, and the only way to ward off
disaster Is to take the step again.
Crosseyed men are unpopular. Some
support to this superstition Is discoverable In the story of a gang of
track layers who, during the ten
months' presence among them. of a

llltlnn

Knslnei'r

HOODO-EN- GI-

man, lost nine of their number by nccldrnts on the lino, the hoodoo finally being broken, so it Is said,
man, himself being
by tho cross-eyekilled as the tenth victim.
crosg-cyo-

To Prosecute Santa Fe.
Secretary Morton did not Intend to
retire from the cabinet until fall.
He so stated himself only a few days
ago. The announcement that he has
changed his plans and that he will
leave on July 1 has started anew the
gossip In regard to the government's
case against the -- anta Fe railway, of
which Mr. Morton was an officer before he became secretary of the navy
last summer. There has been no Investigation against a trust or railroad by
the government in which set much
secrecy and reticence have been maintained as over the' Santa Fe. While
It Is Impossible to confirm any current
reports, It Is believed that; Lawyer
Judson Harmon, engaged as special
counsel to Investigate the question of
Santa Fe rebates, has reported to the
president that there Is sufficient
ground for taking the case before the
grand jury. If Instructions have not
already gone to New Mexico to this
effect it Is believed they will be sent
within a few days.
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the East

There Is no Route More Satisfactory
Than tho Burlington.
Its splendid trains, equipped with every modern contrivance for
somfort, move over its own rails cm fast schedules' from Denver
to Omaha, Kansas City, St. Joseph, and to the great eastern gate
ways, Chicago and St. Louis, where passengers may connect with
the best trains of principal eastern railroads. If you will let me
know whore you wish to go, I will furnish you a sample itinerary
showing the complete schedule, couuectious and rates.

.114.
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LAS VEGAS
STEAM
LAUNDRY.

TURNER
KEEPS

ONLY

BEST IN MEATS.

house.
house.

913 Columbia Ave.,
133 Ra'lroad Ave.,

ho'ise
houai

.1.

next thirty days

Also desirable lots and city and coun-

try properties.

Ranch

THE

Denver.

Company

Harvey's Ranch

,.

BACH ARACH

..

...

..w...

..

General - rJorchandioo.

umoolm Ave.

THE OOYOU EAT

LEHMANN
THE

BiscmRit?

p. J. GEHSING CD, Boucher
DEALER IN
Grocer,

H. G.COORS

0'""
Oontaat do not bar oontaat

Phones

STIRRAT
For

First-Cl- au

STUDIO,
Views

Photographs,

and Kodak Work.

Lumber andCoal.

E.

The

BAKER.

:

Bath

YfaHmnCJook.

'"".

oaiimtaw sixth sr.,
Tclloro, Clothlora
ond Furnlohoro. MS VEGAS OIQAR OO.

DEALERS IN

j-

IS.

TohaooomndSmokorArtMe

t

foxt to

For Sporting
Taupsrt's.
Goods, C3oyoJ98, Pioturo
Framings
Ali kind oi repair.
Tho CIST PLAZS fc tho olty.

338
269
84
54
58
243

RUSSELL & LEWIS r"M '"-'- "

BROS,

If, Chi.

.

4

GO

SOO Douffias Avo.

Uvery Feed and Sale Stables,

900

Barber.

f.7. BltZUL

Carriage Repository.

...1,581

,

613 DOU1LA8 AVENUE.

Cooley Stables and
2,522
.1,617

Home

HARRIS

Real Estate

will . be opened for
guests. The Mountain
Ranch ts for sale. Telephone

SMOE

.

Good business, easy to manage, fine
stock of goods In good location. Call
and Investigate.

1039 Seventeenth St.,

SPOREDER
GREGORY

MOT.

Tllden Ave.,
National Ave.,

THADE-- A ReiriMtered
(ur hi in. Montezuma

Mountain

The

F. VALLERY. General Agent,

Catholic Church
Temple Aid.

It Mot, why

intwrrilt

drive out, and care for
a limited number of
boarders. On or before the first of Juue

TheiBurliiiifton outers to Tourwt
travel anil get It.

Clerks' Union...
Public Library

ed McKinley 10c Music on sale.

Houses For Rent.
915

Can feed all those who

Y. M. C. A

Also a full line of the celebrat

couanous attehtioh
SANTA FE, - fi.U.

M-

Harvey's Lower Ranch

Elks.....

QL

PAL AGE

FOR SALE ATA BARGAIN
Jersey
lUnch Ranch, 180 acres, on Upper Picoi
ut
KeHor. Co. itumoro K. M.
River, 15 miles from Rowe, on th
scenic road. 100 acres clear, 60
ESTRAYED.
acres Rood timber, plenty of irater,
From Montnminm Kuntrh Hemrt
good house and barn.
STRAYEU dark
mule
l)own. iiimllliui-slirt- t
Ranch, 1G0 acres, 13 acres In alfalU
Virandeil SCS on Ittft hip. hmtalile rewiiM for
informiitlon.
Montezuma
letnrnVor
house, barn, good corrals and
4104
Kum h Kesort Vo., Komero, N. W.
chicken house. To bi vmi In th
FUU 8l.KN'nOK

Fraternal Brotherhood . . .

St.

Vtun,
6- -

ponv nn

THE VOTE TO DATE STANDS AS FOLLOWS!

WARING'S, 519 6th

.

The El Dorado Hotel
Kuilrad avenue.
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This Piano is on exhibition
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MAt.K
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St. Anthony's Sanitarium
Christian Brothers
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0 to 1 1 a. m.
7 to 8 it. m
2 to 3:30 pm.
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WANTKD

Mrs. Ferguson, wife of the night
operator at Canoncito, was up town
shopping yesterday.

For

Gty

A. 1).

Deuvr,Colo.

Geo. H. Rue.

Greenfoerger
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Fireman Morris has been assigned
to the Santa Fe branch with Engineer

Wo

houwt

kkiihih!

linllroau

110

110S

Probably So.
It is rumored that C. B. Eddy, who
has Just sold his El Pajgo & Northeastern railroad to the
people, will be associated with Col.
Greene In the building of the Sierra
Madre line through from Casas
Grandes to the coast.

To
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Agent for
Pictorial Review Patterns.
Str.t.

Alliufi"'lur'r,
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Situation for

ANTKI

WANTKOgirl.An
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And Ladies Tailoring.

Wwt Vttioiul

AiMri'M
Pit.

(or

collwUNr

WANTKIlntMinint

Latest $tyle Dressmaking

Section Foreman McVey 13 still
carrying his good left ami In a sling
as the result of the accident that befell him the other day In slipping
and falling down an embankment.
He Is on duty, seeing that his gang

Ifanch Resort

WANTED.

bo-for-

n

Montezuma

"m

lih
L'OR KKNT NU'nly f urnanh.'"!
Imlli. t'J4 Mum utrixtl. in.1" Mo. k from

rero-Marquet- te

Back From Portland.
Conductor S. D. Heady, who represented Albuquerque division 3S9, at
the international convention of the
order of railway conductors at Portland, Oregon, has returned to AlbuHe says' the Portland peoquerque.
ple showed the visiting conductors,
numbering 4&tJ delegates. In convention, all possible courtesies, and addresses of welcome were delivered
by thet governor of Oregon and the
mayor "of Portland. Conductor Heady
has gone to Los Angeles, where the
general grievance committee of the
order will meet General
Manager
Wells and General Superintendent
Hibbard on matters pertaining to
recent dismissal of conductors.

Phelps-Dodg-

the

tho UIiuxk of

WANTED!
chance to show you how I
Press and Repair clothes. "' Both
men's and women's.
A

Funcana.

,

P. Maokol, Prop.

.

ARCADE

Picture Fnming.

LORENZEN

The Blacksmith

CLUB

. 5AL00N,

Charles Coe, Proprietor.

W. M. LEWIS CO.

ct.
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FINE

WINES,

LIQUORS

ANO

CIGARS
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FINE WINES, LIQUORS
' AND CIGAR.
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ORGANIZING VICTORY."
We have forgotten who It wan that
first made mho of the ekhreKslon which
captlom thlH article. There Ih a world
of niennh)K In It. The great battles
of the world have, with few exceptions been won before they were
fought. Thono who have aeemed In
spired by preeminent Renins have
carefully built "the ladder by which
they rlo from the lowly earth to
the vaulted aklea."
The people have long realized that

there Ih more than a modicum Xif iruth
In the
stanza:
d

t

"The height by great men reached
and kept,
Were not attained by udden flight;
Hut they , while their companions
Blept,

The buccchs of nations, the success
of cltlcri, the hucci'hhch of Individuals
ha been achieved by the carrying out
with tlrelcHH endeavor of carefully
prepared plans.
The boom town and cMIch of this
country have not jiccn the? ouch that
have attained aolid and permanent development of Importance. The measure of Importance that results from
advantageous location, from fortuitous
circumstance, even from rich
does not avail to make a permanently grout, find Important, city
unless the people have the right spirit,
unless they plan wlHely and well, unless they lay broad the foundation for

the future, unions' they organize victory.
Las Vegas has reached that Rtflge
In her career at which she must lay
plans very carefully for the future, and
at the present time and In days to
come, her citizens must not tire In
carrying out those plans fully and

Just

At

present this city

Is

adver

Used throughout the civilized world
Force are at work which bid fair
to make Las Vegas the leading health
resort or America. But there is an
Important work for Las Vegans to
do. .Nature has done much. We have
the Ideal climate; the country sur
rounding this city is rarely beautiful;
we have our share of artificial ad
vantages'.
uut more than this Is necessary.
Las Vegas must offer comfortable
homes, good hotels, healthful and at

418Qolo. 247
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BROADWAY HOTEL

429 South Broadway. Lorn Angeles
Located upon the' clty'a most beautiful and artistically lighted throughfere
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We have and Stephen B. Davis, Jr., well known
hereunto set our hands and seals this to me to be the same persons whose
11th day of May, A. D. 1905.
names are subscribed to the foregoing
HALLETT RAYNOLDS (Seal)
instrument and who signed the same
EDWARD D. RAYNOLDS (Seal)
and each for himself and not one for
STEPHEN Ii. DAVIS, JR. (Seal)
that he
the other acknowledged
signed, sealed and executed the same
'
as his free act and deed.
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,
COUNTY OF SAN MIGUEL.
WITNESS my Hand and Notarial
On this 11th day of May, A. D. 1905, Seal tho day and year In this certifibefore me the undersigned, a Notary cate first above written.
LOUIS C. ILFELD,
Public, In and for the above County
and Territory, personally appeared,
Seal
Notary Public.
Hallett. Raynolds, Edward D. Raynolds

rt is CT

The Hygeia, Ice
Made from

.

2,000 lbs. or more each delivery,
1.000 to 2,000 lbs.
50 to 1,000 lbs
Less than 50 lbs.

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

,

members of Congress will show some
evidence of broad minded patriotism.
It is generally understood, although
not officially
determined that the
eight hour law will apply to the work
on the canal and that of itself will
materially increase the cost of the

s
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$1.50 to $5.50

Ladioo' VJaioto at Half and

OF NEW MEXICO.

.

A. I). 1905,

OF

INCORPORATION

OF
"SOUTHWESTERN REALTY

Prico

One-Thi- rd

Lot after lot at the most sensational reductions; Lawns, Percales,
Dimities, Silks, etc. Plenty of whites, also dotted, figured, striped, etc.,
new sleeves, fancy fronts lace and embroidery trimmed and hemstitched,
waists worth up to 14.00 and even $5. 00, and all at prices that make them
without doubt the waist bargain of the season.

CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON.
I, J. VV. RAYNOLDS, Secretary of
the Territory of New Mexico, do hereby certify that there was filed for
record In this ofrice at Nine o'clock
A. M. on the Fifteenth day of May

COM-

PANY."
(No. 3992.)
And also, that. I have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on file, and declare It to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
(liven under my hand and the
Great Seal of the Territory of
New Mexico, at the City of Santa
Fe, the Capital, on this Fifteenth
day of May, A. D. 1905.
SEAL.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Secretary of New Mexico.
By (JEO..A. FLEMING.
Assistant sh Ex

of Walking and
Dress Skirts

Great1 Solo

They come in Voiles, Fancy Worsted,
Sicilians, every one the latest style: will

be sold

at

a discount of

1

By a fortunate purchase

while the

la-- vt

$1.00

i
1

The name of the agent therein and

j
!

of Fancy Lace Hose

in all colors

we secured

a

large quantity of Fine Embroidered Waist
Patterns that are bea tifully made. They
c me in a large variety of patterns and
design; made to sell at SI. 50 each, on sale

1

PA NY.
SECOND.
The location of its principal office
is the north side of the Plata, In the
town of Las Vegas. County of San
Miguel and Territory of New Mexico.

Our sale in open work stockings is still
....... . .35c
on 2 pair, for

35c, 50c and 65c

Embroidered Waist Patterns The Shoe of TodayThe Gib'
son Girl
at Half Price

as follows:- --

FIRST.
The name of the corporation Is the
SOUTHWESTERN REALTY COM--

Specials In Hosiery

Just received a lot

331 per cent

Gooro Lumber Company

Coal and Wood

at $15.00

4.V4

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

ARTICLES

Wash

This is a great bargain offer. Every
suit reduced, every one the latest style

46

l

Glass, Paints, Varnishes, Brushes,

May

Ladioo'
Spool a i In
Sullo

Your choice of any Silk Shirt Waist
Suit in the store

,

TERRITORY

Oalaneo

3s

..

THIS IS TO CERTIFY: That the'
undersigned do hereby associate them-nrif.t and h.t on tlm selves into a coruoration. under and
nil the yrnr for you by virtue of the provisions of an act'
AMri i. ew rie urs of the 3t!th Legislative Assembly
of
WOOM.AOJTT.
the Territory of New Mexico, entitled
"an act to regulate the formation and '
government of Corporations for Mln-- '
tng. Manufacturing, Industrial
and
other pursuits." and do severally
agree to take the number of shares
of capital stock set opposite our re-- :
spective names, by certificate of

Sash, Doors, Builders Hardware. Wall Paper

tho
for
of

Special

81

W. U...

oaw.

'

70

.

St. P'iul

U. P. Com
11.8 a Com
11.8. 8. pfd
Wabaab Com
Waliash pfd
Win Cent Com
Wis, Cent, pfd

McGuire & Webb

are recorded here and no disappointment cwodts
those who come to accept the offered Price Saving

Mu!4

138'4

Rrp.I.& 8. pfd

T.C.

25c per hundred
35c
50c
75c

Important Economy Events

72

By

--

7S
"...

S. V

8m

V

Vffi
... V

,

New York Centra
;..
Norfolk
Reading Com
Pennsylvania
ft. I. Com

"pfd

w

1

Pure Distilled Water. '

PR.ICES

'.

RtOWDO Be ACM.
in.

Taupert,

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
606 Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, N. M.

corrw-moiiiie-

,

r:o. dg

No rocks of high Pricesno shallow
waters of poor quality.
Here is a stock of goods for which we
feel justified in claiming everything.
It is new, the things are handsome, very
serviceable and not at all high priced.

-

1

rf?TeL tCD0o0,

TRAIGHT

r

Bowen-Looml-

AT

TEER

JEWELRY

v

r-
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for this store when you want straight
values, There is always smooth sailing
here for the purchaser of

Fortune's wheel will turn when you ' In charge thereof upon whom process
against this corporation may bo serv
put your shoulder to it In earnest,
ed Is Stephen II. Davis, Jr.
A great deal chu bo forgiven of the
THIRD.
man who minds his own business.
The objects for which this corporation Is formod are:
To purchase, buy, sell, exchange,
The Monarch shows are attracting
big crowds and tho public seems to bo own, manage, rent, deal In, and In any
manner acquire real estate and perwell pleased.
sonal property to any amount and of
Tho city is taking a deep interest every description and wheresoever
in tho evangelical services which be- situated, and to rent, lease, sell, ex
change or otherwise dispose of the
gan last night.
same; to construct, own and rent
;
stores,
dwelling houses and other
Who was It that said the only
and generally to do any and all
over
milk
worth
was
tho
spilled
crying
things necessary or Incidental to a
milk of human kindness.
general real estate business; to mortgage, pledge or otherwise incumber
Necessity knows no law and that is any property, real or personal of said
probably the reason why It is on terms corporation; do hold, purchase
or
of intimacy with so many lawyers.
otherwise acquire, and to sell, assign
tranwfer, mortgage, pledge, or otherTho territorial fair IroomerB are be- wise dispose of shares of
capital
ginning early this year, and from the stock, bonds, debentures and evidenadvance matter sent out It is easy to ces of Indebtedness created by other
read that the fair will bo on a more corporations and while the holder
ambitious scale than ever Jhls year. thereof to exercise all the rights and
Tho live stock show promises to bo privileges of ownership, Including the
a notable feature.
right to vote thereon; to do all and
everything necessary, suitable, conNow It will bo necessary for the Las venient or proper for the accomplish
Vegas public to get ready to go out ment of any of the purposes or the
en masse to the races next month. attainment of any one or more of the
future.
There Is every reason why the first
herein enumerated, or of the
Scarcely a reader of this article but attempt in this line should bo entire- objects
powers herein named, or which shall
can recall similar Instances. And It
successful. Nothing succeeds like at sny time appear conducive or ex
Is going to be jukt that way with ly
in this as in other lines.
success
pedient for the protection or benefit
National
Ias Vegas. Despite tho
of the corporation, either as holder of,
desanitarium, despite the reservoir,
Tho reports from Ohio Indicate that wner of, or Interested In any property,
spite every natural advantage, this
the
in
the
be
to
republican party in that state is or otherwise.
outstripped
city Is going
The corporation shall have express
magnificent development that U com- preparing to rebuke the president for
as fully as an Individual might
his
power,
tariff
her
west
unless
by
to
resourceful
policy
readjustment
the
ing
to
issue
do,
bonds, debentures and
and
out
with
flat
footed
stand
pat
coming
people wisely organize victory
of indebtedness of all kinds,
prepare for a future that shall be Just plank In its state platform, soon to be
whether secured by mortgage or otherdrafted.
as great as we foundation.
wise, and without limit as to amount,
as well as to secure the same by
SENSIBLE DECISION.
mortgage, pledge or otherwise.
The decision of the secretary of war
'
FOURTH.
to buy the materials and machinery
.Toe,
-t
e
The
total
authorized
capital stock
with which to construct tho Panama
of this corporation is One Hundred
canal where he can buy them tho
'
Thousand Dollars, divided into One
cheapest will comand the rcRpect of
Thousand
shares of the par value of
liven the
every unselfish American.
Tho follnwlnif Ni'.w York stock quotations One Hundred Dollars each.
The
can
object.
hardly
protectionist
wur rweivi nv l.tfvy nrm., cmnnhi-uni
FIFTH.
decision In no way affects the Ameri- chuo Hiittiil of Trudi'). room 2 and 8, Crockett
Hllil.
Wiomh
l.iw
Phoiin
The Names and Postoffice addresses
block.
VeijiiH
(ilor(lo
can market, which it. Is the aim of the
sill, ovprtliHlr own iirlviUc win- from Jew of the
Incorporators and the number of
protectionists to preserve Intact for iork, CmcHiro and i.olorailo prii,irM :
of the firing of I.okiui k Hrymi !fw shares subscribed for by each, the
and
American
manufacturer
pro
the
ork and ChlPiuru. member New York Stuck
ducer, in so far as it can be done. The KxcIihiik" and i'Iihuko Itonnl of Trade, itnd aggregate of such subscriptions being
construction of the canal Is a unique Win, A. Otis (,'.. Ilnnkeri ;itid llioker-i- Colo the amount of capital stock with
which the corporation will commence
enterprise, largely patriotic, but It Is rndo Hpr'nt.
business are as follows:
also for the benefit of all nations, and
Hallett Raynolds, Las Vegas, New
Clone
of future generations. On the same Onscrlpton 9J
Mexico, Twenty Shares.
principle as philanthropic and religious Anialganuitd copper
.M3'4
....
Edward D. Raynolds, Las Vegas,
institutions are exempted from tax Aiiicriitun ttagar.
...WH New Mexico, Twenty Shares.
ation In this country, so .the canal AtvhiMon Common
IWW
Stephen B. Davis, Jr., Las Vegas,
should be exempted from the burden Atchison Preferred
IDS
New Mexico, Twenty Shares.
of the tariff tax. which, it is already B, & O...
89
demonstrated would Increase the cost B.R.T1 & Alton Coin
SIX1H.
SO
Chicago
The period oftexlstence of this corby considerably more than fifty per c. v. i
,
mi
cent. Of course, there will be tremen- Colo. Son
poration shall be fifty years.
26
dous pressure on Congress to extend
" first nfd
VH
the protective system to the materials
" " nd pfd
..'.
.
int.
and machinery for the canal, but It V.
f
W. ..'
,W
is to be hoped that In this Instance tho C.5 0
,
;V CH

tractive pastime and a hundred art!
We publish in this issue the view
flcial advantages' to tho world. Else
two prominent citizens, expressed
our visitors win go on to other towns of
In private conversation.
We shall1
that will do no.
be glad to print opinions of citizens,
To become the greatest health re
formally by themsort In America, Las Vegas must be either expressed
or Informally as in the case
selves,
attractive from every view point with those
quoted today. We believe
Those who come here must not miss that a
general discussion of the city's
the lectures, the entertainment, the needs
will do much good. The anibooks all those things which are so
mated conversation that is going on
generally spoke of as Advantages, and about Las Vegas and her future wherwhich are commonly supposed to be ever two
or three are met together
relinquished In coming to the west. does good. The
expression of opinion
Colorado Springs did much to meet
finds its way into the news
this demand and la still being pre- which is
important because of the
ferred by thousands to more healthful paper
afforded.
Therefore
great
publicity
cities because of that fact. Sure It Is we wish to
encourage citizens to talk
that the city of the southwest which for
publication either over their own
does most to make It pleasant and
or otherwise.
signature
profitable for both temporary guems
and permanent residents, will become
It Is to be hoped, for the reputa
most popular as k resort.
of the United States, as well as
tlon
Few cities are so bountifully endowed by nature as Las Vegas, but for that of the administration, that
affair will be sifted
there are many localities In the south- the
west so well favored by climatic ad- to the bottom. It Is also to be hoped,
vantages and scenic charm as to be not with any 111 will to Minister Bow- chosen before this If we fail to meet en, but to the reputation of the counthe requirements made of usr by those try, that his charges against Secrewho come here, willing to spend tary Loomls will prove unfounded.
In
money, willing to take up their life any event, the country will never be
among us, but demanding good homes satisfied with anything but a thorough
and insisting that they must not re- and open investigation of all the facts
linquish all or nearly all the "advant- and unless both men can be complete
ages" they hnve enjoyed In their for- ly cleared of the imputations which
mer places of abode. Must they do stand against them the president
no, they will chose Colorado Springs should dispense with their services
and Denver or I,os Angeles, or ume altogether.

--
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Were tolling upward In the night

wisely.

ffE.
Biboon Soitz.
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Now Is the time, when tho current
setting strongly this way, for Las
Vegaiut to prepare wlnHy for a great
future. The history of this country
has proven time and time, unalu that,
no town has w many natural advantages that It can not In distanced by
some other that, has the morn
ivu people.
Many Las Vegans remember when
Leavenworth, Kun., halrt, "We have a
poHliion that Is bound to mako us
great. We have a start that will Insure us a permanent lend of all competitors in this section. It la ridiculous for those, railroads and other
utilities to ask us for concessions. Wo
have them on the hip. And the peo
ple miiHl come here. Let them build
their own homes and prepare for their
own future."
And the railroads and the other
utilit ies looked for I heir concessions
elfcwhero. Kansas City, a si niggling
little hamlet, got very busy and made
tempting offers. It got homes reany
for tho people that it expected to
crime. Everybody
got to Dooming
Kansas City so busily that every
newcomer took it up and every Kan
sas CHyah has been a boomer ever
since. And tho world went by leaven- worth with Its natural advantages and
its splendid situation ,and Kansas
City has becomo a great and powerful
municipality, sending Its trade arteries to every coi ner of the southwest
and exacting homage from the little
city Hint refused to prepare for tho
l

THE OPTIC COMPANY
JCnlrrrd

ii,

tractive.

1879.

PUBLISHED

immrrtiiy hh wen stilted to
hid iiiilliclully iiih'Ik more at
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WEOXliSDAV,
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Doi't purchase vour spring footwear
until you have seen the new effects in
Gibson Girl shoes. This season's showing
surpasses all previous ones. For Oxford's
in black and tan.

S2.50.

1
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WHHNKSIUY,

of Las Vegas,
GHKiniNG:
excelled.
Wo aro ubout to enter upon a gosfollowing lint:
pel campaign under the leadership of
Th Famous "Broakfmst Ucll," 40o per lb,, 2 Urn for 75e,
Dr. Smiley, tho evangelist. Tho
"0. U,"01d Government Java, :I H. can for $1.00.
of tho protostant
pastors
of
tho
Mocha and Java, .'15o
ehurhes
city, Join In a hearty
lYalterry,
per lb.
jw lb.
Hantos, 'Thj per lb.
call to all Christian people to eitond
ChalltiutteOt) per lb.
to this movement the f ncouragemont
of their faithful nupport. If wo can
know that the whole Christian public will stand by tho leader" and cheer
Either PKon
BRIDGE STREET,
Number M
them on, so that there nhall bo a felt
unity between tho laity and tho ministry, tho work under tho spirit of God
will go cheerfully forward to a great
success.
We plead for your hearty,
zealous, eager Interest in this work.
We want you to reallzo that tho
J. E. OalleKOH was a vlnltor to town
church of God Is yours; that Its adfrom Mora.
vancement is your progress, and Its
Hon Schupp Is a Into arrival from
tho Duke city.
triumph your rejoicing. More, we deWilliam Kiwnls has been down
sire you to feel heavily upon your
from Watrous.
a burden for tho salvation of
hearts
J. S. Longuovan drove In from
tho
people, a deep, earnest longing
Mora last evening.
that can not rest until men are saved
Candelario Martinez came over
and God's work is revived.
from Santa Fo yeKterday.
Add to your sympathy and silent
who represents
J. II.
Influence
your active efforts. Talk
is
town.
In
WeeMy,
tho
about
meetings In your home.
J. P. Goosander, the drug drummer,
Seek an opportunity to meet your
Is about town, drumming up trade.
YOUR ROY WELL DRESSED?
friends, and all with whom you have
George E. Brewer, the Insurance
You
line
a
will
find
complete
social relations, and extend to them
In
town from Albuquerque
man, Is
of Boys' Suits, Hats and Shoes
an Invitation to attend tho services.
again.
At THE HUB
Tell your fellow workers, your busiH.'M. Kinney la In town today In the
A Watch FREE with every Roy's Suit ness
of
acquaintances, your customers,
Interests
the Winona, Wis., wagon
$3 and Upwards..
your clerks and employes, of the work
company.
about to be inaugurated and welcome
Jose D. Sena, clerk of the territhem to a share in its benefits.
torial supreme court, has been over
Diplomat whiskey is Just right
from Santa Fe.
Finally, we request your presence
Pa- In the meetings, your prayers, your
Mackel'a
retail
at
Wholesale
and
Ellsworth InRalls, a special aent
personal surrender to the leadership
of the Interior department, is looking vilion.
of the Holy Spirit.
after matters here.
Yours in the fellowship of the serMiss Maggie Fleming, the PresbyWhen you feel like you Just don't vice,
terian mission teacher, departed for know what to eat let Turner ruggest.
NORMAN SKINNER,
Denver this afternoon.
II, II. TREAT,
Judge H. L. Waldo has departed for
A. C. GEYER.
Kansas City, only to be held up on the
James E. Phillips is
road by high waters again.
rooms in Hotel La Pension.
Mrs. Charles Clay of Albuquerque,
Injury While Attempting to Save Life.
deThe supreme court of Tennessee,
passed through for Chicago on
Try Turner's Poultry and you will In Ridley vs. Mobile & Ohio railroad
layed No. 4 yesterday forenoon.
company (86 southwestern rep. C06),
Daniel Ortega left yesterday for buv there all the time.
holds that one is Justified In attemptGrants, N. M.. where he has accepted
to save human life when it Is ima position with the Bibo Mercantile
10 cis Is king at the Savings Bank ing
by great danger. This princompany.
periled
Store.
ciple Is applied to Bustain a recovery
Louie Metsker, at the head of
suit against a railroad where an emlivestock inspection in the
There will be exhibition drills at the ploye rushed on the track before an
territory, came up from Albuquerque armory this evening.
approaching train to rescue a child
last night.
oblivious to ft a danger, with the result
C. E. Hartley of Springer and J.: M.
For Sale, a six room house with that the child was saved but the emHernandez returned last evening from
cellar and stable. Nice trees ploye stumbled and sustained severe
bath,
a sheep and cattle buying trip to
and lawn. Convenient to business on injuries.
country parts.
:
either side. Enquire at Optic
W, C. McDonald, member of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
New Mexico cattle sanitary board. Is
Elmer Lutz, formerly of thee parts,
in the city on official business from
Homestead Entry No. 5305.
is now proprietor of a line of pleasure
Ofhis home at Carrizozo, N. M.
boats on San Diego bay in California. Department of the Interior, Land
J. H. McCutchen, editor and pro- his
,
Fe.
N.
20,
M.,
fice
Santa
at
rv.
April
cnamDer-lainsister, airs, iiarry
prietor of the Industrial Advertiser at
is now making her home with his
1905.
Albuquerque, returned to this city last family. Mr. Chamberlain was a forNotice 13 hereby given that the
evening from a business trip up north. mer Las Vegas jeweler who died some
wing-named
sehler has filed notice
W. P. Harris and wife have arrived years ago.
to make fln&i proof
Intention
of his
Mr. Harris is
In town from Denver.
a harness maker by trade and has
his
of
in
claim, and that said
support
Sad will be the day for you when
accepted a permanent position with you realize the misuse you have made proof will be made before U. S. Court
F. J. Gehrlng.
of your money. Put a check on your commissioner at Las Vegas," N. M.,
Mrs. W. R. Tipton, wife of the phyon May 29, 1905, viz:
sician, leaves tomorrow for Wheeling, extravagance, and start an account
Juan Garcia y Madril, for the S
West Va whence she visits her sons with the Plaza Trust and Savings
SE.
Sec. 22, T. 13
N
at each of the government schools, bank.
NE
"
N. R. 22
military and naval, In West Point
and Annapolis.
He names the following witnesses to
The Y. M. C. A. Boys club was reW. S. Lackey, the veritable
membered by the ethnological club prove his continuous residence upon
in New Mexico, returned to Las with complimentary tickets to the
and cultivation of said land, viz
Vegas this morning from San Rafael, Barnes lecture Monday evening and
Gregorlo Garcia, of Corazon, N. M.;
Calif., accompanied by Stewart
in
hall
normal
attended the
assembly
his grandson. They are en a body. No meeting of the Boys' club Concepslon Atenclo. of Corazon. N.
route to Clayton, N. M.
will be held next Monday evening M.; Juan M. Quintana, of Corazon,
Frank Thomas, a former Las Vegas on account of the gospel meetings In N. M.; Catarlno Atenclo, of Corazon,
young man, now connected with the the opera house.
N. M.
fSouthwestern fuel company In Topeka,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
wife
to
meet his
Kansas, is here today
Partes going to the country will
Register.
and her mother on their return from consult their best Interests
by calling
a trip to California and Mexico.
at Clay & Rogers livery barn wher
nice rigs at reasonable prices may a'
REGISTER
OF NEW
OFRCiAL

l
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OFFICERS

Pfsktont

M. OUNKMQHAM,

FRAKX SPBIZOER,

F. D. JAKUARY,
INTEBZS1 PAID ON TIES DEPOSITS.

D. T. H0SKI.1S,0M3hhr

I

a

Surplus $80,000,00

$100,000.00
'

H. OOKE,

O.I. HOSM.tS, Trsssursr
PAID UP CAPITAL, 030,000.00

mm-nl-

I:
!
J
j

Clerk W. E, Martin, Lac Cruces.
District Attorney W. II. II. Llewellyn, Las Cruces.
District Attorneys R. M. Turner,
counties of Grant and Slorra, Silver
city; A. A. Sedlllo, county of Socorro.
Fourth District (Counties of San
Miguel, Mora, Colfax and Union.)
Judge W. J. Mills, Las Vegas.
' Clerk Secundlno Romero.
District Attorney S. B. Davis, Jr..
counties of San Miguel and Mora.
District Attorney J. Leahy, Counties of Colfax and Union, Raton,
Fifth District (Counties of Socorro,
Lincoln, Chaves,
Eddy and Roose-

i

vo Beautiful
SprinrjStylQG

I

m

.

Irl.

ran b safe
Money now drawlnx
reinve-te- d
through this omiiny
at
tnrreasinir the inymn 50 per
cent. ' otwrratlvH inventor
a plan atf rdini? all the
vi'urit.v and profit withont the
of individual mortuae
l.MHTituion of method and
loan
ail i etlri-- l information given un
ly

.

e

rMjUe-- t.

WEST SIDE PLAZA.

HARDWARE and GLASS
PAINT and WALL PAPER

x

Telephone 150.

,

Stationery Is Talkative,

velt)
Judge W. H. Pope.
Clerk Carl M. Bird.
District Attorney J. M. Ilervey,
counties of Eddy, Chaves and Roosevelt, Roswell.

'
Business stationery is never mute.
The cheap kind talks about you and libels you.
The right kind talks about you and praises you.
Court.)
(Supreme
The cheap kind costs you jnore if you consider
Chief Justice V.'. J. Mills, Las
it expensive to lose "caste" in a business way.
Vegas,
The right kind costs you less- - if you consider
Associate Justice John R. McFIe,
Santa Fe.
"prestige" worth anything
Associate Justice F. W. Parker,
If you want your Stationery to boost instead of to belittle
Las Cruces.
AlAssociate Justice Ira A. Abbott,
your business then we should like to talk "JobPrinting" to you.

buquerque.
Associate Justice W.

H.

Pope,

FOR

Roswell, N. M.

Associate Justice Edw,

.

A.

Mann,

Painting and

Go to llobert ltalney.

Alamogordo.
Clerk Jose D. Sena, 8anta Fe.

work guaranteed.
reasonable. Colo. Phone 321,

First-clas- 9

Federal Offices.
Sulveyor General M. O. Llewellyn.
District Attorney W. H. H. Llewellyn.
Counties of Eddy, Chaves and

Roose-Sant-

OO tO

Paper-Hangin- g

Prices
red.

Assistant United States Attoorney- E. L. Medler, Albuquerque.
United States Marshal C. M. Fo

a

aker, Albupuerpue
Fe.
Register Land Office M. R. Otero,
Receiver Land Office H. D. Bow
Santa Fe.
man, Las Cruces.
Receiver Land Office Fred Muller,
Collector of Internal Revenue A.
Fe.
Santa
L. Morrison, Santa Fe.
Register Land Office N. Gallea,
United States Attorney W. H. H.
Las Cruces.
Llewellyn, Las Cruces.
Assistant United States Attorney.
Register Land Office Howard
Roswell.
W. C. Reld, Roswell.

Le-lan- d,

I

TIIE XXI CENTURYSEWlNGiriACHINE

y

CHAFFW

1

DU::CAU,
for Uvsry Rlgt
For

Morsms.

SmsTGo

For Boarding for Itor
fly Day or

KSsmtlim

COOLEY'S
UVERY FEED

-- AND

'

SALE STABLES

and Carriage Repository
line of runabouts and driving
wagons just received. Horses for sale
at all prices.
A fine

M. L.COOLIIV, Proprietor.
Both Phoues No. 15.

HOTEL LA PEHSIOrJ
Corner Sixth and Lincoln
American Plan.

1S

.

Sample Room in Connection.
All Modern Conveniences.
-S-

w-

qThe highest type of FAMILY SEWING
MACHIN E the embodiment of SIMPLICITY
and UTILITY the ACME of CONVENIENCE.

J.

MK8.

B. C.

MttCTM
SURPLUS

Flexible
Gibson Tie Dark Brown Vid
$'2 Mt
jolc Colonial Heel
.Oxford Lace Russian Calf Kutmet
Welt Sql-- Military Heel ....

ft

IVr

,C. V,

nt Off For Cnli.

HEDGCOCK.

$wo,ooo.eo
SB.OtO.OO

SIGN

THE BEST NEEDLES

i:.

MOORE, Prop.

PITTENGER,

are nude and
For all makes of
sold at Singer Stores la every city
sewing-machin-

es

Price. 5 Cents Per PacKatfe
STORES
SOLD ONLt AT SINOER
N Me .2I 1 2 bouth second
n.
M.H., 522 SIlH
.
209 Nrh Mln
Roswell. N.
Th-PEast Side.
N. M
l;
Trinidad. Colo . 501 Wet Mlr
Art.. 106
Tucun,
Canjren
Demtn . N. M.. Nortrt .Id Spruco Street, betweerv
Gold Vxtid Silver Avenue.

'

WALL PAPER, GLASS,
PAINT8,

DOS

ETC.

SIXTH STRZLT,

Sirt.

Alhxiqurqu.
L
vV-;-

Sil r.

WRITING,

PICTURE FRAMING,

M..

tilrt.
Strl.

(District Court.)

Duvall's

Dinners

Can't Be Surpassed.
Twelve years he has
catered to Las Vegans

First District (Counties of Santa
Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San Juan.)
Judge John R. McFIe, Santa Fe.

Clerk A. M. Bergere, Santa Fe.
District Attorney E. C. Abbott
Judge John R. McFIe, Sants Fe.
Clerk A. M. Bergere, Santa Fe.
District Attorney E. C. Abbott,
Santa Fe.
Second District (Counties of Berna
lillo. McKInley. Valencia and Sandoval.)
Judge Ira A. Abbott, Albuquerque.
Clerk W. E. Dame. Albuquerque.
District Attorney F. W. Clancy.
Albnaueraue.
Third District fCountief of Dona
Ana. Sierra, Grant. Otero and Luna,

j

II Alt It Hit II LOCK.

2--

nr-te-

M

MOORE LUMBER CO.

Judge F. W. Parker, of Las Cru
ces.

7

c

;

ng
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Chi-ne-
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tXTA rT your
by dsposltliiatlism it THE IAS OAS SA IMOS DAHK.
whmrethuy will being you mnlnoomm, tvsry dollar smvmd Is two 4ollmrs maOs."
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Asst. Ommhhr

Vkm.Pfkfrml

H. W. KEILY,

Prmtkhnt

MEXICO.

The old story, "Didn't know it was
and get free
Trade at Warlog-Territorial Officer.
caused the death of Nemeseo
loaded,"
contest
tickets for piano
Delegate to Congress W. H. AnLobato, a Mexican sheepherder at
the William Strachan ranch, thirty drews, Albuquerque.
For the best n the barber line, go miles southeast of Colorado Springs,
Governor Miguel A. Otero, Santa
Colo.
Lobato was twenty-fou- r
to Gregory.
'
years re.
of age and had been In Colorado only
Santa
W.
J.
Raynolda,
Secretary
Funnan cleans clothes. 609 Douglas a week. He is a native of Mexico,
but had lived in New Mexico tne Fei
Ave.
greater portion of Ms life.
Solicitor General Geo. W. Prlch-arSanta Fe.
W. M. Lewis the Undertaker will
W. O. Sargent, Santa Fe.
Auditor
every
receive choice carnations
How's This?
Treasurer-r- J.
II. Vaughn, Santa Fe.
WeofftirOne Hundred Dollars Rmvarri for
Thursday regularly.
Superintendent of Penitentiary II.
nny chmm of Catarrh that canrot Ite curwl by
Hall's Catarrh Care
O. Bursum, Santa Fe.
F.J CHENEY & CO.. Tolnlo.O
For low puces come and see the
Wo, the undi'PiiKiifd. have known F. J.
Superintendent of Public InstruSavings Bank Store.
him
for th Ut 15 ytas, and
ctionHiram
Hadley, Santa Fe.
biwines.1
transacIn
honorable
all
perfectly
tion alii financially ah'e to carry out any
Librarian
Lafayette Emmott, Sanmeals
Mb
firm
given obligations made by
Duvall serves the beft
&
Kinnam
ta
Wai.dino.
Marvin.
Fe.
in Las Vegas. The public is cordially
Wholesale IruKKit. Toledo, (
Commissioner of Public Lands A.
invited to taste and see If this Isn't
Hall's ( atrrh Cnre is taken tntrrUBlly, actthe
to
made
the blood arid tnueoai
is
get
upon
effort
ing
flirtvtly
so. Every
A. Keen, Santa Fe.'
of the vxfnii. TeMininnial Kent free..
best foodstuffs, to do the best, rooking
Soid v
?.v pw buttle.
Public Printer J. G. McNary, Las
ih .nt
Take frill's Family Pills for constipation.
and to give an attentive and effective
Vegas.
'
service.
.,
Ajutant General A. P. Tarklngton.
Traveling Auditor and Bank Examiner C. V. Safford, Santa Fe.
Game and Fish Warden P. B.
Otero, Santa Fe.

I a
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THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DANK

PERSONALS
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OF LAS VEGAS.
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weighed thoroughly,
and found not want

HflRDOARE

pALEB

I'M )l IIING
HADDLKItV
TIXNIN
GKNKKA I. HA HDWARE

MASONIC

The meals, the service,
the prices, have been
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TEMPLE.

tog.
Go to DUVAITS Duv
tng Room
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Dlsd Prom

Fifty Ye:r

Htmorrhagti,

tho result of a apfll of violent
coughlnx, drought on by a tlrkllnif In
111
throat, giiinuol S. Grant pntotod
away at his rwlilenco In Albuqm rquo
from a url8 of hemorrhage.
A

i

u

Will Racalva Degrea.

Maria Kewtrlck Smith of rm
Inn. la ono of tho young women who
will rwelve tho degree of bachelor of
arta at tho commencement exerclHCH
of Vassar col logo, rough kecpalc,1 New
York, on June 13.

f

f

e

f

Flouring Mill.
A company haa been formed at Albuquerque to operate a flouring mill.
Tho contract for the building has been
let and work will be commenced at
once on a mill which will have a capacity of 75 barrel a day. The com
pany wan formed by T. J. Smcddlck of
Topeka.
A

w
DUBS
1

MIhh

f

Ihi Sl:nd:rd

f

r

1

,

L:d3 frcn pure cresni cf

f:ri:r derived frengrepjs.
fiei

J

1

Will Live In Ohio.
barinq rawoia CO.
CHICAOO.
Saturday at noon at the homo of
the bride' parents in Albuquerque,
Dr. 11. P. Pettit and Miss Edith M.
Clark were married by lie v. Hugh liberal way in which the people re
Cooper, pastor of tho First Preaby sponded to the free will offering taken
terlan church. Dr. and Mra. Petttt for Dr. Smiley yesterday morning.
will make their future home in Ohio,
where tho doctor haa an e.HtabllHhed
Leper Colony Yet.
practice.
After putting a cut off on . their
breath for an agonizing month, while
A Taet Well.
tho committee of the fraternal sanl
The 8anta Fo railway has decided tarlum were
deciding whero to locate,
artcs-slafor
to tent the Extancia valley
some
White
the
Oaks
says
water and has given orders for half dozen towns of Outlook,
the
territory
a well to be put down near Wlllard. which had
great expectations, are now
Thin well will bo put down to a depth
with
all their
exploding
of 1,000 foot unless an artesian flow because Las Vegus will pent energies
gather in the
la found doner to the surface. The honors and the tuberculosis
bios
water in the valley has been analyzed soins. These disaffected
towns
cannot
and Is Kald to bo remarkably pure
console themnelvo with the fact
and for this reason the Santa Fe is yet
that there is yet a retreat for lepers
well.
secure
anxious
to
a
very
gfd
and a refuge for disgruntled politic
lans to be established, and New Mex
Peculiar Accident.
ico presents' some attractions for both.
'
Dr. Duncan of Socorro, was called
S
lo San Antonio to minister to John
Indictment returned.
Mclntyre, who had a very badly cut
The
Jury for the First. Judicial
grand
tho
and bruised Hp. The wound was
Mr. district court for Taos county has rereHult of a peculiar accident.
turned an lndfct merit, for murder In
Mclntyre was feeding his hordes when
ono of thorn raised his head very sud- the first degree against John Conley.
for the murder of Charles Purdoy and
denly, landing tin Mr. Melntyre's JameB
Kodlng, near Alquesta, on Jan- mouth, knocking him down, and ren1G, jsnj. a change of venue, wan
nary
him
unconscious
for
dering
partially
for and Judge John It. McFle
a few moments. Tho cut through the flaked
Santa Fe has taken the matter un
lip was over half an inch long and a of
der MdviHtriicnt. Ho has not yet icfit itch or two wore necessary.
elded whether the change of venue
will be granted to Rio Arrilia or Santa
Governor Prince Not Idle,
Fe
county.
GovOn Monday evening. May 15,
ernor L. Bradford Prince made an adGone to Mexico.
dress before the historical sociefy of
Mrs.
N.
Gilbert
Y.
Scudder of Huntington.
evenLast Sunday
Huntington,
ing he was booked to speak to the St. L. I., daughter of the late Governor
George's men's elirb in New York; and V. O. Hitch, who has been visiting
he has been Invited to deliver the her mother and brother at Engle since
Decoration Day addrtm on May 30 t he death of her father, and who spent
at his old home at Flushing, on the two weeks in Santa Fe recently, left
exact spot where on May 30, 18C8. the Engle for the Cty of Mexico where
first Decoration Day, he mado the she will visit her son who is connect
dedication oration at the unveiling of ed, in an important capacity, with
the Electric Power company of the
tho soldiers' monument.
Mexican capital. From Mexico City
she will go to Vera Cruz and then take
Fund Exhausted.
a steamer for New York and her
The Sierra county district court ad home.
journed last Tuesday after cleaning up
all the criminal cases on the docket

Hyomel, when breathed through tho
pocket Uihuler that comes with every
outfit, penetrates to tho most remote
colls of the air passages and respiratory organs. It searches out and kills
catarrhal gonna in the head, throat,
and lungs, soothes and heals the irritated mucous membrane, and absolutely drives catarrh from the system.
The comploto Hyomel outfit coats
but one dollar, and includes an inhaler
and sufficient Hyomel for aovcral
weeks' treatment. You take no risk
In buying Hyomel. E. O. Murphey absolutely agrees to refund the money
If it docs not give satisfaction.
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of L'te Creek, who has
Texas for the greater
was In Springer on his
his Ute Creek ranch

purity, and the best needles and parts
tor all machines at Singer stores.
Iook for the red S, 622 Sixth street,
Las Vegas.

NEBSTTY

Las Vegas, June

Sytup
Wwi
CsrsU tomiaiMt) for the sUa,

ALGEBRA,

19

to August

11.

BOTANY,

PHY8IC8,
ZOOLOGY,

Cleared For Action.
CIVIL GOVERNMENT,
GRAMMAR
ARITHMETIC,
When the body is cleared for action,
U. S. HISTORY,
PHY8IOLOGY,
by Dr. King's New Life Pills, you can
PRIMARY METHODS,
GEOGRAPHY,
tell it by the bloom of health on the OBSERVATION WORK,
ORTHOGRAPHY,
READING,
cheeks; the brightness of the eyes;
the firmness of the flesh and muscles;
Two or more classes In each branch. Double dally recitations In
tho buoyancy of the mind. Try them.
Botany, Zoology, Advanced Pedagogy and Physics.
At all druggists, 25 cents.
Tuition free. Send for Bulletin of the Summer Session.
United States court for the sixth
district will open its sessions in
Otero county, on tho 26th of
this month.
While a bilious attack Is decidedly
unpleasant It is quickly over when
How to Ward Off Old Age.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
The most successful way of ward Tablets are used. For sale
by all
ing off the approach of old age is to
druggists.
maintain a vigorous digestion. This
I can refer you to customers among
can be done by eating only food suitGeo. H. Smith, Jr., returned to Santa
ed to your age and occupation, and Rosa from a two weeks' trip to San the best people of the town. I guarantee satisfaction. When I clean and
when any disorder of the stomach ap- Diego, where he had been summoned
press a suit It looks like new. Charges
pears take a dose of Chamberlain's by the death of his father, Major reasonable. Give me a call.
Stomach and Liver Tablets to correct Smith.
It. If you have a weak ttomach or
A Good Suggestion.
are troubled with Indigestion, you
Las Verfaa. New Mex.
Mr. C. B. ?a!nwrIght of Lemon Bridge St.
will find these T'olets to be Just what
City, Fla., has written the manufac
you need. For sale by al! orugglsts. turers that much better
results are ob-- s
.PARLOR BARBER SHOP..
from
of
the
use
talned
Chamberlain's
The adobe and stone building being
Cholera
and
Diarrhoea
Colic,
CENTER STREET
Remedy
erected for Messrs. Stearns and Wood
Is progressing at a rapid pace at Santa In cases of pains In the stomach, colic
. . FIRST CI ASS WORKMEN .
and cholera morbus by taking it in
Rosa and will soon be completed.
0. L. QRS00RY. Pros.
water as hot as can be drank. That
when taken In this way the effect Is
Terrific Race With Death.
"Death was
fast
approaching," double In rapidity. "It seems to get
writes Ralph F. Fernandez,, of Tampa, at the right spot instantly," he says.
Fla., describing his fearful race with For sale by all druggists.
death, "as a result of liver trouble and
Miss Ethel Guyer left Clayton for
heart disease, which had robbed me
SNTA FE, N. M.
of sleep and of all Interest in life. I Beonham on a visit to her sister.
Fire
Proof, Electric Lighted,
II. W. Patton of Woodward, Oklahad tried many different doctors and
Steam
homa, Is filling her place la the post
Heated, Centrally Located.
several medicines, but got no benefit, office.
Baths
and
Sanitary Plumbing
until I began to use Electric Bitters.
Throughout.
So wonderful was their effect, that in Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy the
Large Sample Room for Comthree days I felt like a new man, and
Very Best.
mercial
Men.
I
"I have been using Chamberlain's
today am cured of all my troubles."
American
or European Plan.
Guaranteed at all druggists; 'price 50c.' Cough Remedy and want to say It is
the best cough medicine I have ever
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Roy Lackey of Union county had taken," says Geo. L. Chubb, a merProprietor and Owner.
the misfortune to lose hl3 fine Cleveof Harlan, Mich. There Is no
chant
land bay stallion a few days ago. The
horse's death was caused by a rattle iquestlon about its being the best, as
snake bite.
jit will cure a cough or cold in less
time than any other treatment. It
Dmllolotn
should always be kept in the house
Why Suffer From Rheumatism?
Droatt mini
Why suffer from rheumatism when (ready for instant use, for a cold can
mm.
aom.
one application of Chamberlain's Pain whiter than snow. Delights the laun
Balm will relieve the pain? The quick dress, all grocers.
4
relief which this liniment affords
makes rest and sleep possible .and
that alone is worth many times 'its
i
cost. Many who have used it hoping
'mly for a short relief from suffering
have been happily surprised to find 9.
that after awhile the relief became
SUNSHINE ROUTE, VIA TORRANCE GATEWAY
permanent. Mrs. V. H. Leggett of
Yum Yum, Tennessee, U. S. A., writes.
with the E. P. & N. B. and
Reck Island
"I am a great sufferer from rheuma- 9 Connecting
and Paolflo R R. Shortest line outChicago,
Ye or
of
Santa
tism ,all over from head to foot, and
New Mexico, to OUicago, Kansas Oit
or St. Louis. When you
Chamberlain's Pain Balm is the only
travel take the
thing that will relieve the pain." For
'
sale by all druggists.
SAFEST AND

J. Goldstein,
.S.lorohant Tailor..

If you wish beautiful, clear white
1
clothes use Red Cross Dag Blue.
Dr. K. I. Jeffries, Jr., physician of
the Eastern Indiana hospital for Insane, Is visiting tho family of E. H.

,

at Raton.

Nothing bo good as Red Cross Bag
Blue. Delights tho laundress. All grocers sell it.
2.
.

The building now occupied by the
was sold at Farmlngton by
Uryant & Palmer, real estate agents,
to Abe Howe. Consideration $2,500.
pOHtofflce

Our Friends, the Druggists.
It Is a pleasure to testify tl the generally high character of druggists. But
because of a few exceptions to the
TufTr-- ft
is necessary to caution th?
public to bo on guard against
of Perry Davis'
Painkiller.
See that you get the right article, ths
soothing,' helpful Palnklllw that was
used In your family before you were
born. Don't, be talked into buying a
substitute. There is but one Painkiller, Perry Davis'.

HOTEL CLAIRE

im-taiio-

Albert Fountain, superintendent of
Instruction at Iis Ciucos,' Is
stirring up tho poll tax collector to
rush the collection of poll tax before
June, when the annual election will
public

be held.

A Victory to be Proud Of
tho final and absolute cure of a
sore throat, In which the rawness- and
tenderness have been spreading dangerously
guardians of life,
the lungs. The luxury of a sound
throat and robust lungs is most
Fast Track.
keenly enjoyed by people who, having
at the beginning of the term. The
most Important case tried 'was that
Improvements to the track at Trac- suffered all the consequences of "a
of Fred Mills, charged with the mur tion park In Albuquerque during the little cold you know," have been resder of D. A. Saunders, which occurred pat two months have made this race cued from misery and danger ky
on March 19. The attorneys for Mills course one of the fastest, If not the Allen's Lung Balsam.
established a strong alibi' and the jury fastest on. the New
Angus McDonald of Snrincer. has
Drought in a verdict of not guilty, circuit this year, and some remark
The term cost the county $2,700 and able recorda may be looked for dur- a position with the
Ex- $850 had to be borrowed in order to ing the coming meet, if the weather press company as messenger between.
conditions continue favorable. The La Junta and Trinidad.
pay the Indebtedness.
track record Is now 2:111-- made by
Stranger O., at the territorial fair
Bleaalng to Santa Fe.
Many School Children are Sickly.
last fall, and as Stranger is to start
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
fi.
Dr.
Francis
Tonight
Smiley will again during tho coming race meet
children used by Mother Gray a nurse
hold his farewell service in this city,
it 1s likely that the record will bo in Children's Home, New York, Break
says Monday evening' Santa Fe New ing,
Mexican. He will preach on the "Un materially lowered, as this hon-- Is up colds in 24 hours, cure Feverish-ness- ,
In flno condition.
'
Headache, stomach Trnnhi.
pardonable Sin" and Mr. Hanson will
"el,Pe Sanchez y Baca, sheriff of
Teething Disorders, move and regu '
sing "Tell Mother I II De There." Yes
late
the
A
Guadalupe
and
Hopeful
county, made an official
Bowels,
Sign.
Worms.
wsb
a
Destroy
for
two
the
terday
busy day
One of the most, hopeful igns of the Mrs.
rrom sania
evangelists. Services were held at
Maronn, Meriden. .t. 1TIP l ua,nar .
Emily
weni inere lo aever lDe
the Spanish Presbyterian church at 11 mining industry Just now is the atten says: "it Is the best medicine in tie
o'clock; at the Plaza at 3 o'clock in tion which" Is being given to the old world for children when feverish an. Prlsoner- Tm Jarrell, whom he ar- the afternoon, and again at the Pres- and abandoned camps of this south constipated." Sold by all Druggltts "mea, to me i;iarenaon autnomtea.
1,1
byterian church In the evening. These western country, ays the Sliver City or. by mail, 25c. Sample sent FREE
From the producing Address Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy,
two men have been a great blessing independent.
Saved By Dynamite.
Y.
to Santa Fe and that their efforts have camps of today and from the new
L
Sometimes, a flaming city is saved
been appreciated was proven by the districts that are now attracting so
by dynamiting a space that the fire
much attention at home and abroad,
Attorney Walsh of Denver, is a new can't cross.
tne investor and mining operator Is
Sometimes, a cough
addition to Springer. Mr.
professional
now turning to the old and prolific
Is connected with M. W. Mills hangs on so long, you feel as if nothWalsh
Lid Ten
camps of twenty and thirty years ago, in the
ing but dynamite would cure it Z. T.
practice of his profession.
and In the old treasure vaults of their
Doan's Kidney Pills Brought Strength
of Calhoun, Ga., writes: "My
Gray,
leading mines they are finding such
and Health to the Sufferer, Mak
A Creeping Death.
a very aggravated cough.
had
evidences
of
immense
hidden
jwrfe
wealth
log Him Feel Twenty-Fiv- e
Blood poison creeps up towards the which kept her awake
that they are astonished; and more.
nights. Two
Years Younger.
are
to such a degree that heart, causing death. J. E. Stearns, physicians could not help her: ao ahe
Sick kidneys cause a weak, lame or ney are pleased
hey
acquiring possession of the
Bchins back, and a weak back makes grand old wealth producers and are Belle Phlne,, Minn., wrkes that a took Dr. King's New Discovery for
a weak man. Can't be well and strong forming companies for their system friend dreadfully injured his hand, Consumption, Coughs and Cfrids.
which swelled up like blood poisoning, which eased her cough, gave her
until the kidnpya are cured. Treat them atic and extensive exploration.
With Doan's Kidney Pills.
th4
Bucklen's Arnica Salve drew out the sleep, and finally cured her." Strictly
Gives Up Her Studies.
testimony of one man cured.
poison, healed the wound, and saved, scientific cure for Bronchitis and La
Miss Enid U Jones, a member of his life. Best in the world
J. B. Corton,
for burns 'Grippe. At all druggists, price BOe and
he class of 1806 at Colorado college,
farmer and lum-sores.
23c
and
all
at
'$1.00; guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
druggists.
e r m a u. of sprung a pretty surprise on her friends
and
chums
afternoon
Sunday
DiPIM'. N
C, whencollege
.she was united in marriage to
says "1 suffer- Clenvllle
Collin, a civil engineer of
ed for years
Fo, N. M., at the First Presby- with my hack. Snnta
erlan church, at 4:30 o'clock, bv the
It w4 t.0 had Ttev. Mr.
Henderson of Canon City,
t:.at I could says the Colorado
Sprtngs Gazette.
not walk any
Miss Jone
came
to CoU.iu!
distance
nor Springs from Denver and is one of the
even
ride in most popular members of tho college
f society circles. She had given no InCfliV lmirfffJ. B. COSTOX.
timation of the approaching wedding
d0 not ,;,,ipv(
to her friends and nothing was known
I could have raised ten pounds of weight of
the afhlr until Mr. Collins secured
from the ground, tho pin wan so neverc,
STOCK YARDS, KANSAS CITY MO
(This was my condition when I legin us- the marriage license Saturday afternoon.
The ceremony was witnessed
ing iKmn's Kidney Pill. They ,uikly
a small number of friends ,f tto
relieved me and now I m never ti'ouUed by
bride
the happy couple left Sun- Best Service in all Departments,
as I was. My bak ii Htronif and I ran day and
for their new home in
evening
walk or ride a loag dU;ance and feel just Santa Fe.
Expert Salesmen, Cattle, Sheep, Hogs,
as strong as I did twenty-fivyear ago.
Is

-

near-thos-

Mexico-Colorad- o

,

(SIM

Edmund J. Vert. President.

Dick Paxlou, after an absence of
five years or more from New Mexico,
wa in Maxwell City shaking hands
with old friends.

Wells-Farg-

bv

PEDAGOGY,

Expert Sewing Machine Repairs.
Also sewing machine oil of absolute

.

NEW MEXICO

tosliasttfett.

Arrangements have been completed
between Engleman and Doetcher ft'
Farmlngton, by which the former is
to erect a brick building for the use
of the latter, to be occupied by his
bakery business.

Colip

OF

,

THEKEEm

n

,

..SUMMER SESSION..

Hloi ,.t.i t int
Other U'ufi Uulnp,
ilil Tobacco Habit
ntf Niurstthinii

M. H. Halley
been down In
part of a year,
way back to
homo.

24, 1005.

MAY

WEDNESDAY,

o

2
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I
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SHORTEST

BEST,

.

"L

nri Tnii ni tiiiv nwoTrn
UtIIIMLMILftA! MoltlVl

pm

ROAD

( We

have portable chutes for
( lard, Estancia, Stanley and Sante Fe.

sheep
at Torranoe. Permanent stockloading
yards at Wil- -

4b,

j j

-

!

Couldn't

9.
IP

Shortest line to El Paso, Mexico, and the southwest. The
route to California via Santa Fe Central, El
only
Paso Northwestern
first-clas-

s

TIME CARP

S

Leave Daily
NO. I
1:00 p. as
2:20 p. m

Arrive Daily

And Southern Pacific
No. 1 makes close

connection at Torranoe with the Golden State Limited, No.
KENNEDY
4.05 p. m
MOBIARTY
44, east bound, on
the Rook Island. No.
8:10 p. m ..
2 makes close conTORRANCE
9.40 a. m
V Stop for meals.
nection with Golden
State Limited No. 43
west bound. Service unsurpassed.
Dining, Library and
Pullman Cars of the latest pattern. Bertha reserved by wire
' TRY OUR ROUTE.
Station

,

FB.

--

NO.

a

;.. 4:90 p. m
8:10 p. m
J:20 p. m

TP:Si-...-B3TANciA...j.tf:-

!

9
9

j

-

S. B. GRIMSHAW, G. F. & P. A.

b

t

W. H. ANDREWS,

Pres. & Gen'l Manager.

J. A. KNOX, Traveling F. & P. A.

Ship Your Live Stock To

?

I

'

--

CLAY ROBINSON & CO.

-

e

I

think so much of Doan's Kidney Pills
that I have given a supply of the remedy
to some of my neightmrs and they have
also found good results. If you can sift
anything from this rambling note that
Will be of any service to you, or to any
One Buffering from kidney trouble, you
are at liberty to do so."
A FREE TItlAL of this great kidney
Inedlclne which cured Mr. Corton will be
nailed on application to any part of the

Careful and Intelligent Yard Boys,
Perfect Office Methods.

COLD NIGHTS CAUSE CATARRH.

Everyone Should Use Hyomel and Kill
tho Germs.
No other season of the year Is responsible for as many cases of catarrh aa the spring. The warm days
and cold nights, with their frequent
and sudden changes in temperature,
bring the catarrhal "snuffles" to nearJolted States. Address Foster-Milbur- n
Sold
Y.
N.
all
Buffalo,
by
dealers; ly everyone.
Co,
The germkllllng and health-givinprice, fifty cents per box.
g

TUa lo tho Former' o Year

Buy
Plows and Seeders Now
Letter Come to Us for Your

Harvesting Machinery
And when the abundant
crops have

been garnered we will buy them for
'

Cash
WE GIVE YOU THE BEST AND IT COSTS NO MORE
Kansas City

Denver

Omaha

Sioux City

Chicago
St. Joseph

i
I

--

Pounds.

Ik-re'-s

f

.

...

Browne & Manzanares Co
Wholesale Grocers, Wool, Hides and Pelts
Complete Una of Amole Soap Always on Band

ill.

tr- -

f

i
I
S

J

c
c
if

i
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tapsiroot

lift upon hU shoulders an nrrango
nient Innltle of which a bicycle
rid
den at high KjH't'd. ,
All In nil, the Monarch
how are
far iibove the hvithko street curnlval
oiii(hiiIh nn.l they will undoubtedly
haw it HiiocHKful run In 1m Wkhs under the auHjilcoM of the E. Honiero
hom and lire company.

t'Jrooflor'i

John J. Zlmmer, Amateur
Champion Middleweight
Wrestler, Says His Wonderful Strength Is Due to
Regular Use of That marvelous Tonic and
Invigorator, Duffs Pure Halt Whiskey.
1A" the ned"'8 ' hvon in athletics and honors I hsvs
gaineaonthewresfllnzmatlowetoDufy's Pure Malt Whiskey."

Th

1
1
1

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entry No. 78C2.)
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa r'e, X.
April 18,
1905.

.

Notice la hereby given

1
1
1
1
1
1

that the fol

Savings Bank Store Las Vegas Iron Works
"Where

1

It King."

Cake Turner.
Can Opener

,03
.03
.03
04
04

,.,,,
,

1

d

May 29, 1905. Viz:
Deslderla L. de Brooks, for the lot 4,
Sec. 7, XW
Sec. 18, T. 15 N, It. 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of Bald land, viz:
Alejandro Frosquez, of Corazon, X.
M.; Tomas A. Medina, of Corazon, X.
M.; Julio Padlila, of Sanchez, X. M.;
Telefcfor Montoya, of Le Doux, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

04
.04
, .05
.06

Union GhmoIIiip KiikIiicn,
Muwt DeHlrahlo I'owor.

Stover

tlMMullne

moor sTun
Hill do your

SPOUTING, ROOFING, TIN ana
..GALVANIZED IRON WORK.

Satisfactorily.

t r.ititii.i.oH

ur

KnjrineH

I'unipliiir

JMIIIn,

Screen Lump Soft Coal,
Cerrilloa Soft Nut Goal,

Out-li- t,

Wood Sawlntr. Kloctrlo
Liu lit riant, LaiMidrioN.

J. C.

FUM DEALER

D

the

Kuniilnir Printing PreuM',

Grinding

ADLON, Prop. Corn and Cora Chops
EUREKALQL

jo

S.

Give him

OTOE

Foundry & Machine Shops
01
01
.02

Pr. Men's Black or Tan Hose,
settler has filed notice 1 Pr. Ladles' Black
Hose
of his Intention to make final proof in
Children's Sun Bonnets, each
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before U. S. court
commissioner at Las Vegas, N. M., on

lowlng-name-

33$?

10 Cents

YOU CAN CI KT
Stick Cluing
Set Gate Hooks...,
Mouse Trap
Xut Meg Grater.,,,
Bottle Black Ink
Stovo Lifter
Tack Hammer
Flesh Brush

SW1-4SE1--

f

J.

CURED

ITCH-ECZE- MA

thai will cun avr thing, tmi a mvltl? prewrtbwl for over thirty jrnm If
Oot tor Burn, one of London's niont cchlrtHl nklu ibwIttllHtx.
Tho EurckaM Interna Curs Is tho famous rvmwly Kiinrrutcd to qulrkly rwllove and
iwritmnrntly cure any tliseuxe of thtiKklo or vftlp. It Is purely untHfptlo and ticrmielilal, Wa
have thouMinds of tiwHinonlal. to prove tha true trtue of Its poMttva cur.
Don't wast your it ma and monwy on "cure-alls.- "
Thty absolutely do no goad,
u to un at once for our fatuous Eurekaiol Cciama Cur. It will mil (lie story that la
more convincinu than pnucN of argument. Price toxtinUt, CO cent and I1.0U.
Don't aufler from tin we torturtwotne Plies. One apulivation of the famous Eurekaiol tNe
Cure will give Immedlatw relief. lYtee. poHtiMilil. 60 cents.
THE EVREKALOL REMEDY CO.. 1197 BERGEN STREET. BROOKLYN. N. Y
Not something

a trial.

Notarial S&la,
' Corporation Seals

Register.

taMBBaajeavi

Rubber Stamp.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.

(Homestead Entry No. &717.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe ,N. M., April

Las Vegas
Of-

18,

...424 Grand Ave..,

1905.

Notice is hereby given

that the

intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
JOHNJ.ZIiI.uEK.
Gentlemen: Allthemedals Unit I have won in atblptirsandthe honors that I or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M, on
nave pained on the track and on the wrestling mat lowe to Dutl'y'sl'uro Mult Whiskey. June 2, 1905, viz:
I began to take your medicine four years aso, when I was a mere stripling and very
Julian Lopez for the NE
Sec. 11,
touch run down in health and weak in body. I had been bedridden for four months,
T. 11 N., R. 13 E.
and the doctors thought I would not recover, when an athletic instructor, a neighbor
w ours, took me in charge. He stopped all medicine and gave me Duffy's I'ure Malt
He names the following witnesses
whiskey, and with the aid of massoKe brought me back to normal health. Since that
time I.have trained recnlarly in tliepyninasiurn and have known no medicine except to prove his continuous
residence
Duffy s Pure Malt Whiskey.
Joiin J. Zimmeb, Amateur Champion Wrestler.upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
Hllario Lopez, of Sena, X. M.;
Baca, of Sena, X. M.; Atilano
Quintana of Sena, X. M.; Maearlo
Is the rreatest strength builder and tonic stimulant known to medicine. It attacks the Levba, of Paima, X. M.
seat of the disease, drives it out and rebuilds the weakened tissues in a gradual, healthy,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of his

-

M Whiskey

natural manner.

"Duffy's" is the only cure and preventive of consumption, pneumonia, grip,
bronchitis, coughs, colds, malaria, low fevers and all wasting, weakening, diseased conditions. It makes the young strong and healthy. In use60 years. Write for free copy
of medical booklet, Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
tnuloe DuHy' Pure Malt Whlikey, Mid by all druggists and grocers iuGAVV?z21t
throughout the world in Maled bottles only-pr- ice
Sl.OO. 5 re
the "Old Chemist"
trade-mais on the label, and that there is a strap over the cork. that
Refuse substitutes and
's"
Malt
pure
offered
bogus
"Duffy
Whiskey,
by unreliable dealers.
rk

Growds.Attcnd Great
. Monarch Shows

and weighs but twelve and a half
pounds, though thirty years of age.
This feature of the Monarch shows
should be seen by everybody and par-

Bai."
AiCLska

"Sign of th

follo-

settler has filed notice

wing-named

Duffy's Pure

si

Rubber Stamp Works,

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entry Xo. 7848.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, X. M., April

Las Vegas

Xotlce is hereny given

Puget Sound
Columbia 'River

Mills,

Yellowstone Park

Portland Exposition

Wholesale and Ketall liealer In
FLOUR, GRAHAM, CORN MEAL, BRAN

WHEAT.

Northern Pacific Ry.

fC

Hlfrbes. 'ash price
paid for Milling Wheat
Colorado Seed Wbeat for hale in ttaasob
LAS VEGAS N. M.

For rates and informal Lou, write to D. U. Oanlner, Dist. Passurigor
Ant., 210 Commercial Bid?., St. Louis, Mo. Send six cents for Wort,

der land 1905, and four cents for Lewi a &nd Clark Booklet, to
A. M.
Cleland, General Pass. Afreut, St. Paul.

Las Vegas

!

M4ltlA.itlMA..

Light and
Fuel Co.

Of18,

that the
settler has filed notice

Roller

J. R.SMITH, Pra.

1905.
wing-named

'I'liUDB till

LllH VeiTM

follo-

:.

...seLls. ... ....

m

of his intention to make final proof In
ticularly the children.
The bold bank robbery was thronged support of his claim .and that said
Another tremendous crowd greeted
the carnival people on the west side from the moment the show was proof will be made before U. S. court
opened. This electrical production is commissioner at Las
last night. The defect In the electric one
Vegas, X. M., on
of Edison's masterpieces, being
remehad
located
been
and
lighting
viz:
1905,
29,
May
in
extreme
the
and at times
died, and the shows and free attrac- thrilling
Maria A. L. de McEneary for the
tions were doing a thriving business, very laughable.
The hippodrome is the feature show
of which they are certainly deserving.
Manager Meyers does not claim to of the company and its performance Sec. 17, T. 15 N., R. 23 E.
have the largest show on earth, but lasts a full hour. The Davies duo
He names the following wltnesser
what he has on exhibition 4s new, present a Wonderful turn. Davies is a to
prove his continuous residence
the acts are of the best, and all of perfectly formed man, with great
Fe Branch
and cultivation of said land, viz:
show
upon
which
to
muscles,
in
are
advantage
them
clean, wholesome, many of
Tim
TebU
his
feats.
to
His
whom
It. TL
he
has
wife,
them entertaining and instructive, as
Alejandro Fresquez, of Corazon, N.
I Effective November 7th, 1804.1
well as
The attendants been married but a year, is a little M.; Tomas A. Medina, of Corazon, X.
are courteous and obliging and every- woman and they have been appearing M.; Julio Padlila of Sanchez, X. M.;
BAST BOUIin
WBtT BOUND
thing possible is being done to accom- together only since that time. The Telesfor Montoya, of Le Doux, N. M. No.
426
Miles No. 426
modate and please the patrons of the smallest contortionist in the world is
11:00 am. .. 0 Lv ...Santa Ke ...Ar ... 8:90
pm
the little midget from Mexico. Her
MAXUEL R. OTERO.
2:61 p tn ...84 1,v .Mpfcnola... Lv .
shows.
m
2:11 p m .58 Lv..Fmbudo ...LV....18l:Mp
and
father
do
M
a
mother
balancm
good
p
The Moonshiners, next to the hipRegister
11 Mom
8:00 p m....61. Lv Barranca.. L
4:02 p m M Lv Hervllleta Lv . ..I0:2p m
podrome, is the principal show. This ing act. The marvelous Melville does
4:32 pm .91. Lv Tres Pled raLv.
is a realistic' electrical production that a mystifying rolling sphere act that
pm
6:85 p m...l25...Lv
Antontto .. Lv ... 8:10pm
excites and interests the crowds who keeps the people wondering. John P.
8:80 p m...l63 Lv ...AlamoHtt ...Lv
6:40 p m
takes
a
dive
from
a
Mangle
thrilling
8:00 a m . SH7...Lr ...Pueblo
visit it to such a degree that they
Lv..12:40 p in
t
4:SSa m 8Bl...Lv.Colo
ladder, turning a revolupm
8pgs.Lv.ll7
forget it is only a representation and seventy-foo409
7:30a
m..
READY
...
HAVE
..Ar
Denver
,
TO
Lr... t:lOpm
and landing in a tank
exclamations of surprise and alarm tion in
YOUR SPRING
inches of water.
Trains stop at Em undo for dinner where
are frequently heard. The Holy City, containing thirty-sigood meals are served.
CLOTHES CLEANED'
under this canvas, is a beautiful re- Gregg, in his daring bicycle ride, leapOONNBCTICSII
ing across a chasm of fire, adds
At Antonlto for Durango. Hilverton, and InDYED AND
production and the singing of the another
of
feature
interest
termediate
points.
absorbing
song as the film rolls by, adds to the ;
REPAIRED?
At Alamoxa for Denver, Pueblo and Interto the hippodrome.
mediate points via either the standard gauge
impresstveness ana beauty or tne
The two free acts are certainly fine. IF SO CALL
line via La Veto Pane or the narrow gauge via
scene.
Kalida, making the entire trip In day light and
The Mutoscope parlor, with a goodly Phil, D. Green mounts a ball and pro? Rmyml
pacing through the f
number of automatic moving picture pels it with his feet up a spiral way
also for all points on C'reede branch.
machines, is being liberally patron- that measures 186 feet in length, go
, A. 8. Basnet,
MERCHANT TAILOR
ized.
ing off the ball while on the incljne f
Traveling Passenger Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
S. K. Hoofir. O. P. A ,
The Russian prince, Xicholi, the and remounting it. He also rolls the
518
Sixth Street
Denver, ttolo
smallest man in the world, drew the ball out on a teetering board and balOn the trip
multitudes last night and all were ances himself in
jT well paid for their visit to this prince down the cork screw Incline, he de?of entertainers. Born in June, 1874, scends amid a blaze of pyrotechnios.
he is only eighteen inches in height
Herr Schmidt, the human pillar,

Crooti
Coal.

VJUIovi

XE1-4XW1-- 4,

VEGAS

THAT MADE

F

AM0US

SE1-4XE1--

D.& R. Q. System
Santa

side-splittin-

.

.

.

.

.
.

Are You

.

.

.10.-0-

HE1AIL PniGLGi
2.000 lbs or more
1,000 to 2.000 lbs.
200 to 1,000 lbs!
50 to 200 (bs.
Less than 50 lbs

each dtlivery,20c per 100 lbs

"
"

"
"

30c per
40c per

'
'

100 lbs
100

h

50c per 100 Ids
60c per 100 lbs

'

.

mid-air-

x

V.CIDDIO

,

Aqua Pijka Rolip iuv :
OfftOSi 020 Douslam Avomua,
Lam VmcaMrfo
ZTaxho.

0M

2

mid-air-

..

Sever eJ Fa.cts

)
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THAT YOU SHOULD NOT

Sectoral. The
Cherry
one great cougn medicine for the

Lose Sight Of

whole family. Doctors recom
mend it for colds in the chest,
hard coughs, the grip, and night
coughs of children. 1. C. STSrCo.

r

LAS VEGAS

ALBUQUERQUE

Gross, Kelly & Go.
WHOLESALE flERCHANTS

l!

Low Raite Spring Trips
To Sinry Cadifomiac
A

0
3J7
All the way

You can go to California
any day between March
1st and May 15th for
$25.00, a little more than
half fare one way.
Travel comfortably in tourist Pull
man or chair car
.

Ask W. J. Lucas, Ticket
Agent, A. T. A S. F. Ry.,
Las Vegas N. M.

An unusual opportunity to ins
pect California farm lands.

V

u

J

The El
System and Rock Island
is
the
shortest
line
between
El Paso and the
System
"Great Southwest" and Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and all points North and East.
Paso-Northeaste-

.

WOOL,

rn

MS MD PELTS A SPECIALTY
PECOS

TUCUMCARI

g

The Golden State Limited is the most magnificently equipped train
in Transcontinental service.

Pa

All MmIi via this rout ax awrvad in Dining Car.
The entire train is lit by electricity and heated by steam.
All connections made in Union Depots.

Merchotnt Texilor

Equipment is operated through without change between
San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Kansas City,
Chicago, St Louis and Minneapolis.
A. S. ItltOWX,
CJenl. Pass. Agt.
EL PASO. TEXAS.

HE)ehHQ

Olmanlmg, Dying
Img

and Rapalr

All Work Guaranteed

Ave.

Lai

Vcjat,

JL

BRICK
CEMENT
STONE

N. M.

SIDEWALKS

New Machinery for making
Crashwl Oranlta for

Ccmcxii tVciZro
The Bast Quality.

Estimates

c&a Work a Specialty
506 Grand

LOQAN

All Work Guaranteed.

r1i onclick andltone buildlnra

Also, on all Cemetery Work.

W. W. WALLACE
Us Vcju Phent,

216,

"

..,.

h

.
I

4

'

-

V
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OPTIC.
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TIE

Keep the Flies Out

I:

Our stock of Screen Doors and Window Screens
Is complete. All sizes and kinds. If you wish
we can furnish a carpenter to hang them for
you.
BOTH PHONES

;

?

I I

j!

I

Ludwifi Wm. Ilf eld, The Hardwareman

FraLSa?SWEEPERi
I

Meet
Carnival

June 6, 6 and 7 net
be held In Laa Vegae under the
aueplcea of the Weetern Racing elr-eult Tha baat heraaa In the wait
will ba hara. Liberal puraaa will
ba effarad and tha program will
4 ba attractive Partleulara will ba
glvan upan application to R. C.
Twltchall, president, or R. J. Tau
a part atcrttary of tha Laa Vagaa
Driving association.
meet will

1
it

i!
i

?

I
I (l

on tho west side Jonlght.

Special meeting of the board of directors of the commercial club to
appear before the city council tonight.

ILFEL'D'S

1

Don't forget to auk for Competitive
Trade Contest Tickets.

Cor. Douglas Ave. ar.d Sixth St.

Manager.

I

I

Property For Sale or For Rent

II

I

The most desirable residence lots in the city on sale NOW
'
They will not last long.

;1

56 Plaza

Money

on approved real estate security at

t. loan

rates.

A second wagon was put on the
street this morning by the Crystal
Tho company is turnIce company.
ing out a class of product that well
deserves tho name. The ice Is as
and beautiful as the
transparent
clearest crystal.

,

conn

AGENCY

IS PREPARED TO LIST YOUR

Special meeting of (he city council
to discuss croBs walks tonight.

u
"

v

II

Smiley meetings tonight.
Race

I

21, 1903.

I

Haves time
Hweeps easier
fiavc carpets
Sweeps cleaner
Haves money
Sweeps Quicker
Saves dust
Sweeps Better
No noise, requires
No oiling, raiaes
No dust, needs
No adjustment

'

11

GEO. A. FLEMING,

The SWEEPER that Sweeps CLfcAN

YC

II
II

Brief Meadow City Paragraphs

,

UW
Vv

I1

k

INVESTMENT

MAY

Corporations organized under new territorial law.

2

The band will give a short concert
at tho Hlllsido
tonight
beginning
Tho InveHtmcnt and Agency Corpor- as early as possible Inpark,
order not to
ation are now ready for business In conflict
with the Smiley services.
their new office, cor. Sixth and Dour
GO
laa avenue.
Pupils In the first and seoond
west side, who
south
grades,
Some attractions In Las Vegas this have neither building,
been absent nor tardy
If
you please.
week,
during the month of May are: Marcel- lno Lucero, Juanita Armljo, (iuadalupe
A Watch FREE with every Boy's Hidalgo, Isabellta Hidalgo, Klolsu
Lucia Kavnnaugh, Elffta LuBult, $3.00 and upwards, at Tho Hub.
699 cero, Itamona Rael and Lucia Marcs.
The case of the Tipton heirs against
A carload of light road vehicles h8s
tho llutler estate was argued before
stables.
arrived for the Cooley
Chief Justice W. J. Mills in tho district court today. This Is a suit in
List your property either for rent volving about 10,000 acres In the Mora
or for sale with The Investment and grant and in which the plaintiffs seek
Agency Corporation, cor. Sixth and to enjoin the defendants from erect
Douglas avenue; you will get results. ing and maintaining a fence on the
GC trad, claiming a chain of title in their
favor.
Fair weather Is Indicated for toMiss Harriet Johnson of Rock Is- night and Thursday. The temperature
of yesterday was 77 degrees maxi- ; land, 111., a friend of Mrs. W. E. Cort-- ;
mum and 43 degrees minimum.
ner, is her guest for a few, dils. Miss
Johnson, who had spent the earlier
Furnished live room spring days In the city of El Paso,
FOK KENT
housa with bath. Inquire atTheOtic. Texas, experiencing there as hot days
as occur in these parts In the month
of August, is enthusiastic in her praise
Jesus M. Hernandez has been ap- of the clime In these favored parts,
pointed by the probate Judge to be In this particular, as well as many
guardian of the minor, Pedro' 11. others.
Montano.
i

'

Ferndell Preserves
Ar th

lit

fa
fa
fa

GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY

t

We can show you the largest assortment and latest styles
in black, tans and white canvas, for ladies, misses
mid children aud pricesjare ritfht.

at
VI

C. D. BOUCHER S.
...Next Door to

VI

Post Office...

A.

Who's Your Grocer?

The Leading Medicinal Waters.

,

LET'S

At

TA.LK.jlT. tUHt

sixty-eigh-

SCHAEFER'S

Opera House Pharmacy

Con-tea- t,

--

6-- 2

non-recei-

1

For the spring race meets in Albuquerque and Las Vegas, the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to these cities at
one fare for the round trip. Datea of
aale to Albuquerque May 26th to 31st
inclusive, return limit, June 1st. Dates
of aale to Las Vegas, June 4th to 7th
inclusive, return limit June 8th.

,

Mow So ESrooo the Boyo.

i ,1
i

i

J.
In

M

Grocer

H. STEARHS,

the Leading Retail Establishment

Detail

Every

of

Lai

Vega

ar

m

Notwithstanding
our reputation as
Givers of Best Values

to 6 years for the little fellows.
7 to 15 years for the larger
boys at 50c, 75c and $1.00, new
materials, new colorings.

whether any town property is yet
Boys' suits 3 to 6 years, Buster
held in the name of Mathlas De CorBrowns, blue, red and brown
sey, her late husband. Her attention
separate white collar, bloomer
was called to the matter
by the
In
announcements
the
acMrs. Oeorge E. Johnson, who
dally papers
big
pants, $4.50 to $7.00.
companies Judge H. 8. Wooster, her of the location of Fraternal City at
father, on a trip to lowa, will return Las Vegas hot springs.
Juniors 2 and 3 piece Suits 3 to 8
here with htm In the course of three
years, $2.00 to $5.00.
or four weeks, provided his health
Surprise Party.
will permit of the trip. They will
A number of friends prepared and
Boy's 2 piece Suits 8 to 16 years,
likely be accompanied by Mr. John-iro- successfully carried out a surprise
in the event the offer of a suitable
mixtures blues and blacks,
party for Mr. and Mrs. D. Winternltz
position reaches him.
double breasted, $1.75 to $7.00
last night. It was early in the evening
that tho unsuspecting victims were
Mrs. W. W. Woods, who returned lured out for a walk in the park. Then
to Albuquerque from Ias Vegas lust the friends hustled in and entered
A
Tuesday evening, placed her son In possession. When the owners returncharge of his aunt here, during her ed they were vastly surprised to find
absence of six weeks with Mr. Woods the rooms handsomely decorated and
Boys and Children' Straw and Crash Hats. A big As
In California, where ihey will visit a considerable number of neighbors
clttt-Good Shoes. Windsor Ties,
the principal
of the Pacific already beginning the enjoyment of a sortment of Tarns and Caps.
coast.
pleasant evening.
for the boy and all the best.
Whist was played by the company, Eaton Collars. Everything
The Black brothers and John Mrs. Jake Stern and Mr. Fred Reuter
Murphy, tho alleged Rock Island train winning prlies.' Refreshments had Bm90 Ball mnd Bat From With Every Boy' Suit From $3A0 Up
robbers, at whoso trial the Jury dis- been prepared and they were served
Among the
agreed at the recent sitting of the U. at a seasonable hour.
S. court, have been photographed In guests were Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Rosena group at Tooker's. One photo was thal, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stern. Mr. and
taken while they posed in a game of Mrs, Fred Reuter. Mrs. Jake Stern, Mr.
cards, with two Jail guards standing and Mrs. B.Brash. Rabbi Dr. M.
Mrs. H. W. Morse, Mr..and Mrs.
over them with ugly Winchesters in
hand. The other shadow obtained was Saul Kaufmann.
that of th Blacks and Murphy and
The party was planned by Miss
two Jail guards, perhaps the Jailer Rosa Ehrman. who did a major portion
himself, In loving embrace. There of the work in carrying out the
may be purpose In view In all this.

-

OVER.

We have tried to make our Juvenile Department as com
plete as money and brains can make it. We are now prepared
to show you the new K. & E. Waists and Blouses, "different"
kind.
in appearance from the usual ready-to-we3

Mrs. II. B. De Corsey writes from
Los Angeles, Cel., to have friends of
twenty years ago, when she and her
now deceased husband resided here, to
scan the county records and Bee

Is he progressive? Are his goods
right up to the popular demand? Are
his prices based on giving you the best
for the smallest sum possible or does
he sell inferior groceries that are constantly causing you annoyance? No
matter where you reside in this town,
we'll come for your orders, deliver
promptly and bring you exactly what,
you order.
The Satisfactory Kind. That's the
only kind you'll find in our store, if
you search it from cellar to roof.
Quality is the keystone of our business. Everything we offer our patrona is
the dependable kind of food stuffs pure, full weight, fresh and priced most
attractively. Come in and let's talk it over.
.

d

I

SPORLEDER SHOE CO.

Delicious Table Waters

i

t
a mining camp
miles from a
railroad, in proximity to the famous
Death valley. He says the weather is
The beautiful Mendelssohn piano, warm there at present, Needles being
which will go to the successful organ- a cold place in comparison.
ization In the Competitive Trade
has been received and is now
Loud complaint is made at the irregon exhibition at The Rosenthal Fur
ularity and uncertainty of the mall
niture Co's.
from this city to Roclada.
The
1b
only twice on
pouch
opened
through
Botanists say the dandelion is so the trip, at Los Alamos and Sapello,
fertile and tenacious that unless all and the blame for the
of
but one seed In every 5,000,000 were The Optic by Roclada subscribers cerdestroyed by natural or artificial tainly cannot be laid at the doors of
meana the weed would conquer the the postmasters at these offices,
world In ten years, and no man, bird neither Is the paper's mailing clerk
or beast, tree or shrub could withstand at fault In the matter.
Where is the
the enemy.
delay and what occasions it?

Summer

PURE

Apollinaris, Bethesda, Manitou
and Manitou Ginger Champagne,
j Col. W. H. Seewald Is in receipt of
Buffalo Lithia, Carlsbad Sprudel,
The Friedman warehouse on South a letter from Ellis O. York, a former
Pacific street tas been torn down, but Las
Vegan and a brother of John H.
Veronica, Abelina,
and will
the office is being
street grocer. Mr.
York, the
f
be occupied by Hyman Friedman dur- York is nowBridge at
located
Hunyadi Jonas, Apenta.
Ballarat, Calif.,
book at

ing the wool season, check
hand.

gate of OXFORDS thle Spring and

One nound. 35c: two nounds. 65c: three Dounds. SI. W
VI
Once taste them and always remember them.
VI
Price not a factor when Quality is considered
VI
US-On- ly

fa

Perfection of Dellcloueneee

There lo going to bo a tremondouo

ii
PEPPERELL BLEACH SHEETING
42 inch
11c yd

t

40 inch

6--

12cyd

8--

4

PEPPERELL UNBLEACHED
42 inch
10c yd

n

6--

10-- 4

9--4

4

15c yd 18c yd 20c yd 22c yd
8-- 4

4

' 14c yd

SHEETING

17c yd

iO--

9-- 4

.

4

19c yd

Ready Made Pil'ow Cases Extra Quality Muslin
Size 42x36 3 inch Hemmed at

Largo Variety ofDoyo' Vaoh Quito.

Ready Made Sheets Extra Quality Muslin
Size 81x90 3 inch hemmed at

s

4

21c yd

9C

49C
25c

yd For Fine Zephyr Dress Ginghams, was

STHNDfiRD

Agents for

Patterns.

MENRY LEVY;

j0(EllJDlJD(S!Do(j!JnoPG

Lm Vega Excluiive Dry Goods Store.

517 Sixth Street. Lai

Vega. N.

Lef-kovit-

D

If your SHIRTS need BUTTONS

U

SEND THEM TO US

T
T

GET PIANO TICKETS FREE

0

No Extra Charge

We Stw BUTTTONS on SHIRTS

Las Vegas Steam Laundry.
S (OLOHAlX) NIONt: 81. LA8VI:(JS imioni: u

a

D

u
T
T

0
n

s

4

ThirtyForCents

0
0

MEADOW GOLD

Bitter
G

4
4

mm

0

IGRAAF
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That the best way to reach the
human heart is by feeding the
body well. There is no choicer
cleaner or better stock of Gro- ceries. Meats or Bakers' goods
anywhere than ours. There is
nothing in food that might please
a husband, brother, mother, son,
sister or daughter that we haven't
got. We make it a point to del.
iver goods promtly and just as
ordered.
Try Rich ilea Salad
Dressing. Two sizes 35c and 65c.

Jj
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HAYWRrDS

4
SIXTH STREET.
g
4 oooooooooooooooooooooooaoooocooo
513-51-
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